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The legi~lat;v~ powers were di~trib~ted among seven 
chief' departmen~s, al~hough they. also ~xercised the f'um-
tion of' administration. But in reality the power was held 
- . -- " - - . . -- ... ". . - - . .. - . .. . .. -- . . 
by the Emperor because every head of' the dif'f'erent depart-
ments was appointed by and accountable to him. 
} 
The executive powers were in the hands of' the pronn-
. '1·, 
cial authorities~ The Governor of' each province was the 
chief' executive. He was also the head of' legislation and 
the head of' the judicial department of' his province. 
The minor local authorities who exercised judicial 
powers were indirectly.subordinate to the legislature of 
the central government, which prescribed minutely their 
duties. In serious judivial cases the department of' Ju-
dicial Af'f'airs could exert the greatest influence over 
them. In the administrative f'ield they were under direct 
control of' the superior provincial authorities, who had 
immediate inf'luence over them. 
Practioally,China was a decentrali~ed Government. 
The Governor of each province was almost a sovereign by 
I himself. Each province was a little kingdom by itself' and 
had its own budget.* The central Government granted to 
the local authority the freedom to do everything he wanted 
to do, provided it was not too radical so as to arouse tl1e 
• 
• 
antagonistic spirit of the people, and he muet be able to 
find a pr~c~~e~t~ He might l~vy higher taxes than all his 
predecessors, provid~d the increase was. gradual and caused 
no complaint from the people. The central Government al-
lowed him a wide margin between the legal and the act*al 
rate of taxation. He had to remit to the central GoTem-
ment a prescribed amount annually. The ·magistrate of each 
district was nominally the administrator and executor of 
law, but. in reality he was a mere tax collector. The local 
authority was allowed to levy a land tax much higher than 
the regular remittance to the Government. If it was too 
high the people would revolt, a=Q the people would be 
heavily punished and the official of the province would 
be degraded, removed, and sometimes decapitated. The 
difference between the tax actually collected and the 
WMN 
amount remitted to the central ,Government~that the offi-
cial .might realize a premium amounting to sometimes ten 
f. 
or even a hundred times a~much as his salary. * 
The margin of taxation was not, however, entirely 
profit fo~the official. There are two things we have to 
take into consideration. Firat, he owed hie appointment 
to hie contribution, in other words bribery, to the higner 
official who could register, enable him to reach his post 
and promote him. Secondly, all the higher officials of the 
* H.B.Uorse,"International ftelations of the Chinese 
~mpire"- p.26. 
• 
• 
pr~vl.n?e were his ov~rlor~e, each would recommend him ~· 
few secretaries and ~lerks whom he had to employ if he 
expected to remain in~ •ffice.at all. In a lucrative 
customs station there used to be as many as a thousand 
parasites; each o~e expectin~ to dip hie finger in the 
common pot in order to make a fOrtune which would last 
him ten or fifteen years .&f not the rea·t of hie life. The 
same was ~e of.the internal customs taxationa. Compar-
atively the taxation was the lightest possible.* There 
':1 
was a constant process of bargaining between the of~icial 
collector and the taxpayer.**When the collector exacted 
more than the trade could bear the trader simply stopped 
his trading and protested; then the official would remedy 
the situation. In minor cases the people used this silent, 
quiet, and gentle but steady means and in important cases 
they resorted to violence. The machinery of Government, 
though heavy and ponderous, had been moving on uninterrupt-
edly for thirty or forty centuries. In the northern and 
western eft& half of the Empire caravans of camels and long 
trains of pack animals and in the southern part boats 1n 
the canals and junks along the coast carried on trade un-
der such a system of taxation and the autonomy of the Chi-
neee was preserved and strengthened. 
The industries under t~is statue of taxation were mori-
* Sir Robert Hart, p 64. 
** Sir Robert He.rt, p 64. "The Land of Sinim" • 
• 
• 
bund and t~e comme~ce was ha~dic~ppe~~ The people were 
progressing 'through coming into contact with the Western 
'' . -· . ~ ... ·- '- .. -- - -.- . - - - . - ' 
world and 'with f'<?re1gn education and were becom~ng enlight-
ened ·and dissatisfied with the_heavy machinery of gevemment • 
Though several vigorous attempts at reform were·made, no 
apparent result was realized. Finally t~e ship of state 
landed upon the rocks of the Yangtze gorge. It was the ec-
onomic question which aroused the revolutionists to oppose 
the imperial'ists and it Wf!LB the financial question which 
gaye birth to the Republic. The taxes levied by the or-
ficials, except the fixed sum to be remitted to the central 
Government, might.be_kept for local improvements or to line 
tkeir own pockets,- usually the latter. 
The absolute mona.'rchy .was further restricted by cus-
toms and traditions handed down from time immemorial and 
also by established precedents as defined by the predecessors 
. 
t>n of'fice, even those..of previous dynasties. The members 
of the Council of State had great iDrluence over the Em-
peror, especially over the weak Emperors, as were the last 
four of the Ching Dynasty. 
The provinces resernble4 the constituent states of a 
federation. The general policy was ordered from the cen-
tral Government, but the details might be carried out by 
the provincia.! Governor, at hie liberty • 
• 
In recent y~~rs a reform measure_~dT~Oated_b~_any ~~o­
"'incial a\lthori ty, _.GoTernor or Viceroy,. or b¥, joint metmr-
ial of both, 1~ approved by the throne, It was or~inarily 
authorized to be tried out by those·who tendered the manor-
ial, Within his Or their jurisdiction. i~ it WS.S SUCC~S''"" 
ful,other provinces would be ordered to follow. 
~ 
ProYincial feeling was _neterieaa_. A clannish character 
still exists: It is not unusual to find a congested Til-~ . 
lage of sopoo to 4~000 population with ~o etaeP ~9&& one 
~amily name. Three times every year they meet to per~orm 
the ceremonies of Ancestor Worship, and to revise the clan-
aie~ genealogy. Furthermore, in each large clannish com-
munity a patriarch presides at the head of the tribe and 
he may settle the minor disputes of the members o~ tbe 
clan, umlees the defe~ted party prefers to appeal to citil 
authority. E-Ten then, if no suf'~icient eTidence is &Tail-
able, the civil authority may appeal to the patriarch, > 
\ \ _ . '· whose words carry 
\M ~ ·~:~ ( foncerned: 1 t has 
great weight. As far as democracy is 
existed in China ever since the beginning 
• 
of national life, but the form and character are different:) 
+> ------~-·-· ·------- ·-----· 
~··- / i\ \ ~-.·.' ·· ., \~· SJ The free competition system of national and proTin-
1 \ '\ ', 
\'-" ·• 
cial examinations was open~ to all ~ale subjects of the 
Empire. This was the passage leading to minor official-
dom and from m~nor to higher office. 
The decentralization, howeTer, was further limited • 
• 
' '! 
• 
First,the provi~cf,al_author.i~~e~ owed their appointments 
to the throne to which th~y were responsible and &C?Ount-
e.ble and by which they might be .. reC?all~d.. Secondly, the 
edicts issued by the·Grand.Council,under the name of the 
monarch, f'rom time to time, formed the laws of the Empire 
) 
which the provincial authorities ha.4 to obey unlese epeoial 
permission was granted by the throne to>.suit the local con-
ditions. 
During the early period of' commercial communication 
with the trading powers. the central GovernmBnt held in 
abeyance the foreign affaire, which were lef't entirely in 
the hands of the provincial author! ty. ;· If' he wae eucceea-
f'ul he would be ijonored and promoted, otherwise he would 
be degraded, cashiered, or heavily penalized. A weak Em-
peror ordinarily granted provincial authorities the privi-
lege to devise ~heir own·plans, especially when neither 
he nor hie advisers formed any positive opinion on the 
question concerned. If' none of these wae willing to venture 
any plan the provincial authority was to do so. 
Another proof' of' the decentreolized form of Goverrnnent 
under the Ching Dynasty is found in facts shown during t~e 
foreign ware. In 1651 the allied forces of' England and 
France attacked Taku Fort and Tienteln in the North and 
and the Shanghai authorities asked the allied force to 
protect them from the rebellion. 
• 
• 
1. 8 
As late as 1900, 1.uring the Boxer Uprising, the edic,ts 
of t1·!e Express Dowager ordered all the Provincial autrorities to 
take part in exterminat;rlg tbe "Foreign barbarians". Not more than 
three provinces paid respect to the Imperial edict. Tbe others even 
exerc:ised the utmoot power under their coro.rrand to·protect tbe 
foreigners. 
.(I 
I Again, the salt smugglers had a great time on tr.e coundary 
·-----
lir"e of two provinces, ddldgi'ng back and fortr across tr.e border. 
Jt was very seldom that the two provinces acted in concert. ~ach 
vf:Picial was anxious only to complete hts triiennial term in such a 
way tr!at ·r_e might be either transferred, reappointed, or promoted 
if possible. Bis neighbor and tre :Puture welfare of tbe cormr.onweal th 
was entirely Agnored 'by him. 
The expenditures of the Chinese Empire were very lieht. 
In tbe F-iddle of the 19th. century tte t-..l!l'·ount of aEnut:tl revenue 
IIlliS only 56,000,000 tae la and tl:e land tax forn:.ed rr.ore thn.n two 
~ ... },irds of tr1e whole. After tte opium war tte pullic expenrli ture 
71er1t up ry leaps &n·l 1 ounds. ';'he o~-Pic:ials were rr.ore tax collectorH 
U:a!i &drrinistrators. A very szw .. ~l fOrtion of ti-c reven11e was spcr::t 
f<;t' tte cor·.n:orl good. Forests were left to Hature. Rivers flowed 
the:ir' natur~::~,l courses &nd,as long as t>c flooJs were not freqw~n:, 
1~0 cne r:oul:l _p~::~.y hny a'tent:ion to tterr •. 'ITd.ucation, !ire r·rever.t:ion, 
f'ar . .tttt-"cicn, dre•ig:!.r.g of h::..r'tors 1 and light-l~ouses ulonr; th: coast 
ncre ~l~ost unknown . 
• 
• 
different adm~nistrative_Areas, as National, State, and 
. . -----~~-:r._:.----- - . " . . . .. . -. • . 
llunicipal__J.n~nited States; _Im{>~r~al, Royal, and Ktm-
- ~ . 
-----
~·. 
- --i:cipal in Germany; apd Na,~ion~~'. C()un~y, and UuniC?ipal in 
England. The system of taxation, on the one hand, bears 
a striking resemblance to those of the llediaeval period 
I 
of European nations, and on the other hand, it has a pecul-
iar character which forms a unique stud~ for the student 
of economy on account of the fact that the ~uropean Nations 
were barely emerging from the feudal system, w~ile China 
was a consolidated and, theoretically at least, a highly 
centralized Government. 
The land tax constituted two-thirds of the total cash 
receipts of the Imperial exchequer(one hundred years agp). 
In the year 1711 the Emperor Kanghai (166! ~ 17!S) in at-
tempting to conciliate his Chinese subjects, decreed that 
the land tax of.the whole Empire;was to be fixed and 1m-
mutable_forever under any circumstances. In case of flood, 
drought, or other calamity the fixed assessment was subject 
to authorized reduction. The reduction, however, was fDr 
only one or both of the two annual payments, spring and 
autumn. After the recovery, when reported by the provin-
cial authorities, the assessment resumed its original 
form. 
The permanent settlement of the assessment of 1711 
• 
• 
did not by_a~y means reduce the constant bargaining be-
twe~n-~he_tax-eollector, attempting to take as much as 
he could on the one hand, and the taxpayer on the other 
hand de:te%'1Dined~ to pay as little as p-ossible • 
·*The currency ~acilitated the controversy between the 
If: 
collector and payer. The ordinary business was based an 
·r. 
cash while the GoYernment revenue.was based on silver • 
. '· 
The conversion from copper sash into silver apecie had 
two ~ates - the Government rate and the market rate. The 
printed receipt is~ued by th~ Government w~s ~or silver. 
!he tax-collectors, sanction~d by the central Government,. 
received the payment ln cash, disr.egarding the market rate. 
The rate prescribed by the Government granted them a mar-
gin. In some districts silver was accepted but a "melt-
age fee" and the "cost o~ collection" were charged. 
During the former dynasties the tax was in the ~orm 
o~ tribute (payment in kind), largely in silk and grain. 
A roll of silk had approximately the sa.me value as a picul 
of grain. ·--~-During the Lung Dynasty (960 - 11!7 a, d.) in 
1004 the tribute amounted to 49169900 pieces an~ piculs. 
In 1049, 5~58~565 pieces and piculs and in 1064, 6~767,9~9 
pieces and piculs~ 
The tribute in kind required by the Ching Dynasty took 
many forms; silk from So, Hang, and Nanking, porcelain 
from Chingtehchen, timber from Kiangsu, fruit from the 
southern coast, wax from Szechuan, ·and copper from Yunnan • 
* Jamison, "Land tax in the province of Honan! 
** Yorse,"International Relatione of the Chinese Empire~ p~~. 
• 
• 
... , • .L. 
Since the T~i~i~g Reb~llion the t~ibute in k~nd was con• 
verted in four p~ovinces into money payments, leaving Kiangsu, 
' Chehiang, Anhwee, and Shantung still p~ing in kind • 
The regular customs were divided into two ttpes,-
those controlling shipping on the coast and rivers, and 
those on the land .routes and at the frontiers. The Hoppo 
at Canton was one of then to which I will refer later. 
Formerly the eustoms Houses were mostly under the control 
of the~partment of Pinance and some under the control of 
the Department of Public Works. In recent years these 
customs all come under the control of the Department of 
Finance. 
During the last few decades of the Ching Dynasty (1644-
1911) there were twenty seven Customs Houees (branches not 
included) as follows;-
1, Chung Wen Gate.(Octroi of Peking) 
!, Newchuang, Seaboard. 
s, Tientsin, " " • 
4, Chinwangtao, " " • 
5, Xalgan, Land Frontier. 
6, Chefoo, Sea board. 
7, !Ciao-chow, " " • 
e, Liniching, Land Route. 
• 
• 
9, JCweih~chen~, · Land :rrontier. 
10~ Shatu Jean • • , • 
1~~ Shangluii, Sea board. .. 
12~ Hwaian, Waterway. 
1S~ Ya.ngchow~ " • 
14, Feng)'ang, tt . • 
. 15, Wuhu, " 
., 
-· 
16, JCiuk~ang, " 
'! 
• 
17, Gung, " • 
18, Foochow, Sea board. 
19, Hangchow, Waterway. 
!0~ Wenchow, Sea Coast. 
!1, .Hanyang, Waterway. 
!!, Wuchang, ft • 
~~. Chingcho!f, .. • 
!4, Sunchow, If • 
!5, Chungking, " • 
26~ Canton, Sea board. 
!7, Taiping, Land :rrontier. 
These customs Houses levied duties· on merchandise which 
was c1aeei:f"1ed into four divisions, viz., 1, Clothe; 2, 
:rood:etfffs; 3, articles :ror common use; and 4, Sundry 
goods. The rates on merchandise were specif'ic, and were 
based on three conditions :-
• 
• 
i,ls. 
·, ... ~- -- ' . 
1, .the ~lace of productic:m, because th~ quality of' an 
arti_cle differ~ with tlif'f'erent places of' production. 
2~ The market_~rio~ • 
1, The distance of' transportation, because the cost of' 
transportation is directly proportional to the dis-
ta.nce. 
., 
The po~t dues on junks were also speoif'ic. The rates 
were .based upon the length and width of' the jurik. The r*tes 
on the same junk at different ports diff'ered, and also waried 
with different years. The Department of Finance had author-
1 ty to prescribe and f,o _altar the ra tee when it tleemed f.i t. 
The collectors, however, were allowed to charge beyond the 
legal leyY a aaaitiefi andgr the aamg e~ meltage fee,~trans-
~ 
~ portation f'ee, andAcost of collection. Exportation of' ~ice, 
raw silks, satin, and cast iron was restricted. 
In case of false manifestation in large amounts, one 
half of the goode would be confiscated and the merchant 
was punishable according to the civil code. If' in small 
amounts a fine or from two to five times the regular tariff 
was imposed. 
In I yo h , when the Department of Finance attempted 
to centralize the administration, it delegated representa-
tives,to investigate the regular customs, who discovered 
that the fee system existed at different stations. At ' 
• 
• 
Hwai-an the ff3e! _ ~~ ~:r,d~ry. goods, was three or f'our ti me.s 
a~ high as th~_regular :tariff and thef'ee on timber was 
ten times'as htlgb.as;'the duty • 
Salt Gabelle. The Chinese salt revenue had a un-
ique character that the student of' economics should not 
overlook. It also gives us a side litht on the Customs 
·r 
Tariff. The salt monopoly w~s a mixture of' official and 
merc~antile elements.• It was taxed at every stage. _On 
the production there were the salt-land tax, oven tax, and 
license for manufacture; on transportation there were salt 
Likin, regular, ,_and purtax. Both wholesale and retail 
dealers were licensed. 
For productive, admonistrative, and distributive 
purposes the Empire was· divided into ele:ven salt areas. 
The reta~l prices were f'ix~d by the Government:**- 50 cash 
in Hupeh; 56 cash in Hunan; !5 cash in Fukien; 25 cash in 
Chekiang; and 60 cash in Hwai and Szechuam. 
The total net income of the Imperial exchequer was 
very small as shown in the following table. 
Chien Lung, 18 ( 1751) - - Tae1s ~014fo41. 
Chia Ching, 5 (1800) " e,OSJ...517. 
1Cwang Hsu, 15 ( 1(~89) " 7,716f72. 
" " 
19 ( lt~91) " 7,679f>28. , 
" " 
20 (1894) " 1spoopoo. , 
* Morse, "International Relatione etc."- p ~6. 
** 
Moree, "Ibid". - p:57. 
• 
,~.~ 
• 
xwang Hsu~. 
.. tt 
-~ 
" 
.. 
' 
" 
.. ,. 
Huan TUng. 
!I ·(1897) 
!4 (1898) 
!9 (190 .. 1 
I! (1906) 
- -
s (19;tl) -- -
Taels _.11J35~000 ~ 
- -· -·' 
. ., 
" 
" 
•• • J 
l!PO~,OOO~ 
11,6~~~5~ 
1~951,000 • 
51,90$,780. 
The ~ual net income :f'or the Government was between 
seven and eight millio~ taels eyery ~ear for one hundred 
and :f'orty years. After 189! there was a sudden increase 
due to the salt lilain b~ing added to it. There was an 
increase of 600~ in 1911, the last year of the Ching Dynasty. 
This abnormal sudden increase was due to four reasons, as 
follows:- ~-
1. The year was an intercalary year which had 11 months. 
2, Establishment of the Salt tik1n system and increase 
in surtax. 
1, Establishment of Salt Lik1n system and profit from 
~ 
the Government transportation service in the Eastern pro-
" 
vinces. 
4, The great discrepancy in the basis of' Government sta-
tistics in the past and present. 
Some miscellaneous taxes for local incidence are as 
follows:-
1, Mining royalties. 
2, Fees on sales of lands and housea. 
~, Laotishue, a comsumption tax. 
4, Sale of efficial rank. 
5, Government lottery • 
6, The reed tax. Reeds are produced upon the marshes for 
• 
• 
-, ---
thatching and for fuel. 
~ • - r .. - -- . • - - - -
These taxes are all insignificant. 
Some ~~ ~em shou~d ~e abolished, but the first three could 
' be developed and certainly they would ~eld a considerable 
amount. 
The original system of' taxation had defects as follows. 
1, It was unproductiYe. · The cost of co~~ection was too 
·r 
high. The lo.cal Goyernment defied the central Goyernment •. 
The central Goyernment tacitly auth~rized the illegal leviee. 
2, The Likin stations and_regular customs detained the trans-
P?rtation and interfered with the circulation of trade. 
s. It lacked elaeticity. The pre-determination of the 
annual remittance to the Department of Finance le~d to 
the concealment of the growth of revenue. 
4, It did not ta::r. according to ability. Land owners, great 
and small, paid the same rate. The salt ta::r. burden fell 
equally on the rich and the poor. Regular customs or in-
direct taxes on food stuffs and lu::r.uries paid similar tar-
iff's. 
5, Certainty was not guaranteed. The Department of Finance 
had the freedom to alter the rate. The junks paid differ-
ent rates of porte dues at different ports. 
6, There was lack of justice. The junks paid one rate ac-
cording to the Chinese law, while the steamers paid another 
rate according to the treaties • 
• 
• 
7 ~ The.re was lack of' eq~li ty. 
(a) Different routes had different numbers of stations. 
. J 
(b) Different Customs Houses had different rates • 
(c) Some customs Houses collected port dues and others 
customs dut_~_es and still othe:rs both. 
Unscientific and tmsatis~actory as. it was., the tax-
···r:.. 
-
ation existed and trade and factories flourished, and the 
people prospered. If China could h~ve kept her policy of 
absolute exclusiveness, the mediaeval method of financing 
her public revenues might have continued. 
When the curtain of_the Nineteenth Century was drawn 
up the scene had changed, a new drama appeared upon the 
stage • 
,. 
,•· ..: .... 
• 
(\ 
-~· 
., . 
. :) 
• 
· ...... . 
Chapter II. 
.. ... ~ 
• ~·,) .,, .c 
THB bRIGINAI. C'JTTS'TOHS '':'ARIFF .. ~, ... 
·, 
~.· :· ~ ' : ' ' I 
. ' ' '"'· ,.. . '\ . ~ 
The trade between China and the European ·-n~ti,ons 1::y land 
I . 
. J .l ' . - . 
route has no r.eco~d.· It existed from time immemorial· and was car-
' 
ried on 'ty private'; enterprise on such a· mi.~.or scale that neither 
the Chinese no.T' the· Western nations paid any attention to it. The 
_, . 
Maritime intercourse was initiated by the Portuguese in 1511 at , 
' the extrepe southern part of China, .known as Canton and its vicin-
' 
ity • .After a brief period they finally settled at Macao. The ~pan­
ia.rds caree next to China from Manilla in 1575,and the HoJ.landers 
in lfi94, English in 1637, French in 1660~and the Americans in 1784. 
The development of trade was left to the English people. Tr.e En-
gl i ot:. in 1637 first a11peared at Macao where t'he Portuguese had 
teen located .for some time and then at Canton. I.ater attempts were 
n:a.de ty the RngliRh ;merchants in le64, and 1674 at Macao, and in 
1870, 1877, 1878 -1881, and 1885 at Arnoy. In 1881 the English mer-
chunts attempted to open trade at Canton cut failed on account of 
tte fact that the Chinese bad sold tte rnonoply to the Portuguese 
for an annual payreent of 24,000 taels. 
The Chinese, however, were economically self-sufficing. 
Tte two Kv_vang provinces in one of which the city of Canton is 
located and Fuchien province whict are on the south furnis:ted 
all the tropical produce of the w~ole nation and Magnolia and 
Manchuria in the extreme nortb furnished alJ the furs of the 
wtole nation. Traina of camels in t:be night and hordes of horses 
and rrules in the da:rti~e carried tte products, toatR 1~ t~e 
~)M.d. 
cu.nals u.nd junks in the rivers"along tbe coast exchanged tteir 
'' 
-...-:.;_ 
-,•· 
•. 
• 
• 
Empire. ·It might re said that the post was sold at pul::lic auct-
.l 
... 
ion once in every three; years to the highest 'b_idder. He further 
·, 
·, 
had to smooth his way by·bribing every i~ate of the Imperial 
palace. He was allowetl~ however'' not only to make a living rut 
also to accumulate- a moderate fortune for himself. ~Y the stip-
• •~ ·r. 
ulation of the foreign treaties the unrestrained heavy exactions 
. . . 
became a fixed tariff. This revolution decidedly benefited the 
' 
trade rut it was a deadly blow not only to the incumbent of the 
post and the enormous parasites but also every member of the 
Impermal household. A rich source of their triennial income had 
been checked. 
In 1715, the East India Company decided to open regular 
trade with China 'ty eatal:lishing permanent representatives· at 
Canton. A concordat was signed between tbe East India Con~pe.ny 
represented by the Supercargoes of the· ships on the one hand and 
the Hoppo on the other. In the concordat the Hoppo pro~ised to 
p:totect the trade and to levy a· dut;r of +'our per cent. on the 
value of sales and purchases. The concession 'SO- gene~ously gran-
ted was not intended to te observed. In 1?20 the Chinese mer-
ch~nta at.Canton organized a guild or Cohong to oppose the 
Factory aysterr, of the East India Company. 
The exactions continued to increase every year and be-
CGlr.e too beavj. In 1727 when the supercargoes p~otested a rerre-
dy was temporarily granted. In the followinp. year a surtax of 
10 per cent. ad valorem on exports was imposed .on all produce. 
~ There was ~reat irregular! ty. 'rhe superintendent seemed to hav-e 
1. Treaty of Nanking in 1842. ani Treaty of. Tientsin in 1P.58. 
) 
; ·, ·.\_"i 
• 
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the liberty ;to raise o~;·lower the rates. ~f taxation at his will. 
. . \ .. 
If the foreign merchants threatened ,,to··leave the port or keep f-. . .. I · ••. ',, • . . ' ' 
their sips outside· the #Bogue the exfl,Ctions· would· be lowered. In 
~ J~ 
case of too reuch ~raffic the impositions would be raised again. 
1'our years later the surtax of 10 per cent-.1 on exports was remov-:..:·:lr 
ed 'ty the edict of the Emperor. 
The ships usually came before the end of the South-west 
monsoon (latter part of October) first. to Macao and renewed their 
a.rrangeme.nt wi tb one of the members of· tbe Co-hong as security 
merchant who had a dou1~le function in guaranteeing the good be-
havior of the foreign merchants and crews to the Chinese govern-
ment and the security of the Chinese employees to the foreigners. 
For these functions he realized a profit. Be was in reali t.y mas-
ter, broker, purveyor, and steward to the firm for which he was 
a security. The security -merchant first had to engage a pilot 
from the government office at Macao paying ffil50 for the pilotage 
I 
fee, and a linguist or interpreter pay~ng frorr. $1'75 to ~250, and 
. a ship comprador or purchasing agaent paying from ~50 to ~216 
and the last had the sole right to purvey provisions and all 
other articles for the ship and her crew at mono~ly prices. The 
~ 
snip then may proceed to tbe Bogue to te measu~red and pa.y a 
heav~' measurement fee according to the tonnage of tbe ship. 
There were three classes according to tr.e size of' the ship. Two 
of them are as follows; 
#Bogue is the only narrow entrance for laden ships. 
• 
• 
• 
. ;( 
Measurement !ree , 
Gratuity, entering the ~ort 
" . leaving " ·." 
Weighing and remittance ~o 
Public charities 
Conversion in~o Sycee#-
Difference in ~eight 
Total 
;. 
Peking. 
) 
I Tales 
h.400.00 
1013.36 
.. 480.42 
' 87.15 
117.70 
216.90 
.3315. 53 
842.28 
810.70 
480.42 
150.15 
117.70 
90.97 
174.45 
2666.67 
A vessel.of 420 to~_paid 2,666.67 ta.els for her tonnage 
during this period. Under the Treaty of Nanking (1842) she would , 
pay 178.50 ta.els and under the Treaty of Tientsin (1~58~ 150.00 
ta.els. 
Vessels trading at Macao paid measurement fees and gratu-
i ties amounting to about one half as much as that which waa paid 
at Canton but each h~ to pa;y to the Cohong 2,590.00 ta.els for 
the privilige to trade outside of its field. The theory was that 
outside of Canton there was no open port and outside of Cohong 
rr.erchants there was no license to brokers for foreign trade. 
During the three months staying at Canton each ship was 
required to pay daily and monthly fees to minor ~fficials and at 
the same ti~e yield a steady stream of profit to the interpreter 
and comprador. 
The various expenses that we enumerated were gratuitous 
to the officials and the nurr.erous subordinates. When we come to 
the import duty we are surprised again. Matheson on of the P.ritish 
"country" traders furnished the following table:-
1Raw cotton. Duty by tariff per picul. 
Authorized surtax, 11.6% 
" weighing fee 
Total au~J:orized levy 
1 Gutzla¥f "0hina Opened" Vol.II p. 90 
2.Hunter ""'he 'P'an-Kwae at Canton" p 100 
.150 "'ls. 
.017 
.038 
.205 
# Sycee is the standard silver puundad into ingQts in tbe shnpe o¥ a 
shoe. 
3 r.r.a t:reson ffPri t ish 'T'rade" p llfi. 
•. 
• 
• 
. , 
~ Duty by tariff 
Co-hong surtax·,. 30% 
Actual weighing.fee 
Consoo fund 3% on valuation of Tls. 8 
Trade charges . ; · 
Total actual levy. 
;150 Tls. 
.045 
.. 150 
~21!0 
.915 
1.500 
2-o • 
Before· 1800 opium traders paid import duty ih, .. the!'.eame 
categor,y as that of the raw cotton traders. In 1800 the impor-
tation of opium was prohibited. This.instead of being a curse 
to the opium trader proved to be a blessing. He was no longer1 
incumbered with the heavy exactions of the government and re-
strictions of selling to the Co-hong merchants. He delivered 
the opium on board his ship and got in ret~rn hard cash. Tbe 
'buyer managed to quench the inaa.tia'tle thirst of the officials 
and their subordinates. 
After the ship reached Canton the Security merchant 
was the real owner of' the cargo. It was he who paid the duty 
to the government and the exactions to tl:e officials. At the 
etm:e time he was the sole purchaser if the cargo could be dis:·-
posed of at all. He also provided storage ·office, and lodging 
accomodations for tb.e merchants and conveyed the goode from 
ship to warehouse. He paid a price which furnished a wide 
margin but the margin was not his own profit. It was from 
this rrargin that the security merchnat paid the heavyXunre-
etruined exactions of the officials. Had he the ambition to, 
foster trade he could not have paid better prices than he did • 
2-7. 
/ He was forced by the ruthless local authorities who in turn had 
• 
also purchased their pos,ition from the Peking government. 
After the s~ipload of 9argoes had been disposed of, the 
<:~1 next question ·was to load the ship for homeward trade. Here again 
restrictions operated. Silk and tea were tile only staple goods • 
• 
. •. 
The former was limited to 140 piculs (175 bales) for a ship. For 
tea the foreign merchants had liberty ;to settle the price and 
quantity for the next season at the close of this season or they 
might only settle the quantity and leave the price to 1:-e regula~­
ed:·ny the harvest of the following year. But here again they had 
to buy their e:x;port produce through the security merchant who was 
again allowed to secure a wide marg'm on the one hand and on the 
other to lower the price if necessary so that there would be no 
outflow of specie. 
The one f{'atu.re from time irr.memorial until now that 
Qhina has unswervingly maintained in spite of the revolution 
she underwent has been the fact that she !~posed a tariff on 
exports as well as irrports. T~e tariff on exports had cecorr.e as 
heavy as that on imports and the mandaritns had freedom to alter 
I 
t~e rates. The only authority informs us that the authorized 
levy on tea 1756 was 20 taels cents per picul (133 1/3 pounds) 
cut the actual levy including fees of different charges and 
gratuties to interpreters and minor officials amounted to 
80 t.aeL cents, four times as high as the authorized levy. At the 
end of the monoply period the tariff went up as high as Tls.l.279 
1 Millurn "Oriental Gor:rrerce" Vol. II p 4g4 
• 
• 
.. 
; 
for Imperiai duty and ~ls. 6.000 for actu~l levy per picul al.Dost 
five times as high as the authorized levy. . · 
As far as the trade of ~he period 'is concerned the English 
. . J ' 
traders were the m~chants of the chartered East India Company, 
. '~· 
the sole monopolists of the Asiatic- trade···.·~ .. but the Chinese were 
• ' ·. :ll. 
not in the least inferior to them in matter ot commercial combat; 
the authorized Co-hong was more than a match tor the East India 
Company and for ~~ny years alone prescribed the ter.ms of trade. 
The foreign merchants, however, were not entirely do~ 
i nated by the Co-hong. They had two means to reduce the covetous-
ness of the officials. First, they often threatened to abandon 
·the trade entirely if the exactions were unusually extortinate. 
Oftentimes the ship stayed outside of the Bogue until the bargain 
was struck, and secondly, they threatened the local auttorities 
by saying they would abandon Canton and go to other open ports. 
The local authorities were afraid of the latter threat and they 
influenced the central governr.:.ent to close all ports except 
Canton to foreign trade in 1757. 
The EHglisb trade although conducted usually as col!l.merce 
by using silver as mea.nR o'!' excba.nge was really a barter. The 
stips had two distinctions;cfirst, those which ran between England 
and China and which were o~ed ty the East India Company; and 
secondly the "country" ships which were licensed by the East India 
Con:pttny and whd!ch could only run between India and Chirut. The 
English shit:• a could not t'urni st a great at!:cunt of produce to tte 
• 
• 
• 
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.t'J. - -Chinese·- woolen goods were "to~-expenbtw-e\.,for the m~sses_. of the 
,. 
people and the richer ciasses pref'erred ... to wear silk in the. 
surr.mer and fur in .the;.~inter. C9tton cloth is the staple ~xpo~t 
of England to.China today, but before Richard ArkWright and Eli 
Whi tney',s i~ventions (in the 18th centuri"-~nd the early decades 
.,. "-
of the 19th century) cotta~ clot~-went from East to West. The 
" country sbips" alone balanced the E,~glish trade by furnishing 
two coro~odities which found a wide market in China, raw cotton 
and opium. 
Altbough America joined the Oriental battle field of 
commercial warfare later than the other maritime powers her com-
merce was only second to that of England, - especially during 
tl1e period of Napoleonic war when America mainta.ined neptrality. 
With slight interference during the years between 1812-1814 the 
American trade with China was steadily increasing. In 1805 the 
number of shippings was 34 and the tonnage 10,159 and in 1833 
the nur.:~ter of shippings was 51 and the tonnage 20,621, almost 
doul'le. 
Since the American and European na+ions otber than 
Rngland had no colony to furnish the~ produce to trade with 
China the only means they couid and dii resort to was in ready 
money, the importation of specie in shape of a Spanish dollar.' 
One auttoratative writar states that ~ro~ the beginning .of trade 
to 1833 the inflow of specie into China amounted to as high as 
$500,000,000. England, too, before the introduction of opium 
1 Morse "China and t'l;e Ji'ar ~ast" p 97 
• 
1', 
. '·-.·:·' ,;.~· ,, <~ -';'····: 
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~· 
·-
·.···~ .r 
and a:fter its introduetJon .u~ti1 it had be~ome. highly· dev~loped,. j"~ 
.. ' 
'I , . !.;, . • . . . ·.· ... , 
also traded in ready money. Althoughthere was an inflow o:f ail_; 
' ~ ' ~ I • ' 
ver into China the're was a _sligbt outflow of gold which· was not 
a medium of exchange i~ China. 
·:~_.;,, 
The, heavy exactions legal and ille'gal on both' import· . 
.. " .. 
and export sound terrible·but there was not much complaint about 
them on account of' the shrewd and clever manipulations of the 
Chinese officials. The import tax in England on tea since 1805 
was 95% of its sales price in London and 200% .of its purchasing 
price in Canton while the total export duty at Canton on the same, 
legal and illegal, amounted to only 50% of its total cost at 
Canton. The foreign traders merely complained that they had no 
:free market which was under absolute control of the Chinese 
Monopolistic merchants. The Foreign merchants could not even walk 
i 
through the streets and see what articles were liarle to have 
a possible market and what articles the Chinese could o~fer be-
si-tes those that were brought by the security;merchants and to 
investigate the rise and fall of. price.a on the rrarket. The last 
was preclaely what the secnri ty merchants prevented them from 
accomplishing but dparently they did not pay more than the 
contribution of 3;; Consoo fund AHa 'EH~ levy on shipping while 
all the other exactions were cleverly covered ahd shr~wdly man-
ipulated by the Co-hong system. The cost af all tea shipped in-
to Rngland in the seventeen years from 1794 to 1810 was 27,157,665 
• and the sales price was 55,160,230, a crude profit 105%. The 
#Consoo fund is a guilri fund. 
. . '- .. ~ 
·. 
• 
• 
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East· India Company "pa.i~ the dividends. on··their stocks ~~ these 
years solely' from the p~ofit~ of' Chi~~ ~ra.d~.;~~:~h.e 
1t •' . ' . ~7~...-: ... 
same authoz:- s4ys, "The· ,Chinese l).nd the foreign merchants r~th 
had a reputation for commercial honor and. integrity such as has 
.7 ... -f., 
not been sur,passed in any part of. the worl<Por at any time in 
. ' 
its histo~; t~ading operations were entirely'on parole, with 
uever a written contract; and there wa~ much help and sympathy 
from one to the other. They were all allowed hot ,only to make 
a living but to accumulate a moderate fortune." 
The grievance of the English country merchant's ships 
trading under the license of the East India 6ompany restricted 
from trading with their home country cried so loud and finally 
overthrewthe East India Company in April 1A34. T~e monoply of 
trading with China as fas as the English merchants are concerned 
came to a termination 
After the abolition of the monopoly of the East India 
Company the Co-hong merhhants assumed the dictatorship. On the 
one side there was free competition to push io'11n the prices on 
the horne market at r .. ondon and on the other hand to force up the 
prices of ,commodities at Canton. The price of silk increased 
25% and that o~ tea 55% while the price of opium 151. and cotton 
1 Morse "!he Internationttl Relation of the Chineae Empire." p 85 
n 
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The. sudden change of prices. greatly augumented the 
"/ : ' ' 
purchasing power or strictly spe~ing the exchange capacity of 
I ' , \ ) , 
China. Instead of. its being a blessing· it t'!l.rned to be a detri-
' ' 
ment to her commerce, a blow from wh~ch·O~~a. has not recovered 
' 
yet, and shall: "fight against *'for time to come,- the opium 
trade d:eveleped. "i!'or a abort period of six years (1834-1~39) 
the opium trade rapidly grew and the complaint of the English 
merchants aggravated under the pressure of the C~-bong merchants 
and the Chinese officials'and finally resulted in the opium war 
which had revolutionized a part if not the whole of her com-
mercial instttutions • 
• 
• 
Chapter 1. 
I . ' 
THE. OPIIDL WA}t AND TH~ TRUTY OF NANKING. 
==============-=-==-===-------=-======= 
Opium was u~ed by the Chinese as a medical drug as 
ear~y as the~~ Dynasty.(618- 90e a.~.) The indul~ 
gence of smoking it as a luxury was no.t. introduced into 
China until· 1624 - 1662, by the Dutch. * In 17!9 ~ t:JNV 
imperial edict was issued to stop the_r~pidly spreading 
and al~r.ming vice. But the prohibition, with severe pen-
alties, was only on s~oking. There was a Tls.I.OO import 
tariff perches~ •. In the valuation book of·Hoppo, issued 
at Canton in 17~1, the value of opium was Tls5P per Chest 
(100 Cotties per chest) and a tariff was levied at the 
rate of 6~, Tlsl. 
It was imported in the small quantity of 200 chests 
per year in the early part of the 18th. century (1725) 
and in 1767 the importation increased from 200 to 1p00 
chests per year. In 177S the English private ~erchants _ 
entered the opium trade. About 8 years later, in 1781, 
the East India Company closed the trade to other ships 
under the British flag. In the following nine years the 
trade developed rapidly, so that in 1790 the import was 
~054 chests. 
In 1796 the edict prohibiting opium smoking was en-
forced but the importation of the drug was still free • 
*Morse, p. 17S. -Internal. relations. 
• 
• 
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The Ohinese government was alarmed at the viee connected 
with the use of the drug and at the rapidly increasing 
importation of it. The first edict prohibiting the 
importation of opium was issued in 1800, after which 
··~. 
opium became contraband. In the same ·year 4,113 chests 
were imported. During the following four decades the 
growth of the illegal importation was more rapid than 
before. The trade changed from official into private 
hands; from the chartered Cohong merchants to the smug-
glers. 
In the last few yetirs of the fourth decade of 
the Nineteenth Century, the Chinese :.·landarines were di-
vided into two parties- one advocated the legalization of 
the opium trade in order to bring it Qnder better control 
and the other advocated total prohibition. In 1839 the 
leader of the latter party, Hon. Lin Tze Hsu, presented 
to the throne a memorial which was so highly appreciated 
that he was appointed Hi.~h Imperial Commissioner to stacr..p 
out the great curse. 
Hon. Lin's policy was to cut off all trade whatso-
ever, if this was necessary to stop the trade in opiQ~. 
For he realized that the Chinese are a self-sufficing na-
ticm, requirlng no co:nmodi ty from the outs'llde world to 
satisfy her necessitg~S.She monopolized the tea and 
silk trades so that the inflmv of speeie was con-
stant. The foreign traders, iominated by the "bal-
• 
--~ 
a.nce of trade A, f~l!-- that they must check this drain~e 
of specie _ ~n __ one wap .. or ~o~et-~ Since. tAe CJ?.inai:,) onlY 
accepted opium in ez.oh~~e for her commodities· it be-came 
~ ' . ':· - . . 
the staple import tor more than a c~ntury.(lSOO- 1900) 
The Chinese Government' objected-to this trade.on two 
grounds; first for moral reasons and _secondly beoausec 
- -~--
of the drainage ot ~pecie. * On the . moral ground ~ t ce r-
tainly greatly reduced the vitality, produc~iTity, and 
even the length of life of the Chinese people. As to 
the second, it was alleged·by a Chinese authority that 
the average annual export of specie amounted to ·Tls~lO, 
00~000. Uorse admits that the allegation may be true 
but that it does not mean that after balancing the ex-
ports and imports the net export is so much. This ex-
port of specie, however, greatly benefited the Indian 
Government. ** 
The English merchants were no less chafed at the 
existing trading conditions than was the Chinese Gov-
ernment. The complaint of the English merchants exist-
ed even long before 18~4, in which year the monopoly 
of the East India Company in China was abolished. On 
account of the severe restrictions of the Company the 
~ private merchants exerted every ~ePve at their comman4 
to overthrow it. 
After the abolition of the monopoly the English mer-
•-Sargent,p.55 • 
** Sargent,p.5S. 
• 
chants directed thei~. attention to the long ~let o~ com-
m~rcia~ ~egulatione ~f t~e_Ch,~nese_ Governme~t~ The-~­
moriale of the Eng~is~_me~~hante in ah~~a to their home 
Goyernment,f'rom December 9, 1814 on~, dE;manded the read-
justment of' the .existing Chinese trade regulations. 
. • .f 
In 1854, after the_mon~poly of' the East India Cam-
.. -~·-
pany in ~~na was a~olished, the English GoTernment 
delegated Lord Napier to China to adjust the situation 
and authori~ed him to demand the tollowing tBrms:-
1, Equality Of the two nations.- the SOTereignty Of 
England should be recognized. 
!, The opium question should be settled. 
1, The abolition of' the Cohong monopoly and the ir-
regular system ot taxation. . -
4, Security to foreigners of' lif'e, limb, and property, 
f'rom the principle of' Chinese laws and their in-
equitable application. 
~, More open ports. 
•• 
• 
-- Opium importation between 1800 and 1859. 
1800 
1801 
~ 1801 4570 
- 180! 5947 
.1805 1!9! 
'1804 88,4.0 
1905 Sl59 
1806 S9S8 
1807 4106 
1808 4158 
1809 420.8 
1810 4591 
1811 4968 
181! eo91 
183.1 5066 
1814 4796 
1815 S671 
1816 4$10 
1817 
1818 
1819 
18:!0 
1821 
1822 
18:!$ 
1824 
1825 
1826 
1827 
1828 
18!9 
18:50 
18~1 
1852 
18S! 
18254 
18Sf5 
1816 
1857 
18:58 
_))e11Yeries 
r- Chests .• 
1698' 
4128 
5187 
4780f 
4770 
15011 
582! 
72!! 
9066 
9621 
-ror consumption. 
Value. 
10025 
95!5 
14589 
14715 
20188 
162!5 
21659 
19562 
28:507 
t4084000 
4178500 
4745000 
5795000 
8400800 
8822000 
7989000 
864460S 
79~7600 
7608!00 
'9662800 
10425190 
15749000 
1~67S500C 
15744000 
15150000 
14!!!100 
12878200 
19814800 
Shipment -rrom India. 
~ 
1818- 18S9 
18$9 .... 1840 
1840- 1841 
40!00 
20619 
$46S1 
.. 
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£.in w~s appointed Imperial High COJ!lDlissioner with 
p~wer_~o_oY~rride the ~uthoritr ~f eYery official•within 
his jurisdiction. : He was the Yicegerent _of the Emperor. 
This honor had been delegated bu~ three ttmes by the 
. 
monarchs of the Ta Ching Dynasty,- a dynasty which lasted 
. ; 
268 years, from 1644 to 1911. No doubt the Emperor was 
earnest and sincere in attempting to.ptamp out the curse. 
But Ein was not the statesman to handle the situation 
and the drastic measures he resorted to were impracticable. 
This enterprise was doomed to ~ ~ failure and a new page 
was opened in the tariff history of China. 
Ron. Lin's appointment was announved a long time 
ahead. He arrived at Canton on March 10, 1839. The first 
eight days he took to imform himself and gave no hint of 
his policy. Instead of exercising his soYereign right 
of siezing the drug and destroying it, he required it 
Chinese 
to be brought within his reach. He firmly held theAdoc-
trine of responsibility, that the foreign merchants of 
all nationalities represented should, as a whole, promise 
once and forever that they themselTes and all late cam-
ers would not enter the opium trade. On March 18 Lin 
issued an order to the Cohong merchants that if the 
opium in the possession of foreign merchants were not 
given up the Cohong merchant8 must answer for the con-
sequences with their heads. Another order was issued 
• 
•, 
• 
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to the ~ore~~ me~(Jhante5 -~nf'ol"llling them that the law r~ 
which had long_ been_relax~d_wae_ t<?. ~~_enforce~ ~nd_tbat 
the crime of' opium smoking was a·capital of':tence. Since 
the Chinese were liberal enough to grant to foreigners 
the pri..-1lege of' enjoying_Chinese products they should 
obser..-e the Chinese law as did the Chinese subjects. 
They wer~ required to deli~er up e..-erypartiole of' opium 
on board their store-ships, to ~e destroyed. They were 
further required to sign a bond, _"written both in the f'or-
eign and in the Chinese language,. that the.ir yessles 
should never dare to bring opium with them, under the 
se..-ere penalty of' the Chinese law. 
Captain Elliot, the British superintendent of' trade, 
was then in Macao. When the order of' March 18 of' the 
High Commissioner reached him on March 22, he issued a 
notification to the British vess~s to proceed to Hong 
Kong and to be prepared for resistance if' aggreesiye 
procedure should be undertaken by the Chinese authorities. 
The factories were guarded by armed forces and the 
inmates were practically prisoners. The comparadors 
and servants were ordered to lea..-e the factories. Streets 
were walled up, the back gates of the factories leading 
to the public thoroughfares were bricked up; and the guards 
• 
iii ~ a. 
were stren~~hene~. 
On March !8! after a few daf~ w~angltng, Captain 
Elliot surrendered-to the High Commissioner ~0!91 chests 
. . . . . .. . . .· ' 
of British owned opium. It was ~irst intended to traas-
port the opium to Peking to be destroyed, but in accord-
ance with an ~perial rescript issued trom Peking it was 
destroyed at Canton. 
freedom was granted to the ~oreign traders. 
Lin bent his bow still ~rther. The bond required 
the foreign merchants as a whole to pledge not only to 
refrain themsleves from_dealing in opium but also to be 
responsible for all ~ture comers. The last step inftinged 
upon the political sphere and the commercial community 
under the name of 'Chamber of' . Commerce ' had no authority 
to discuss it. 
Under Captain Elliot's order the English ships and 
merchants retired in a body on March !4 from Canton to 
Macao and HongKong and an embargo was placed on Chinese 
trade. For future movements they had to wait for the or-
der of' the home Government. 
On July 7~ 1819, a party o~ sailors, attempting to 
secure spirits, was involved in a riot, at the Kowloon 
side of the Hongkong anchorage, and a Chinese was mortally 
wounded. The Chinese authority demanded the surrender 
• 
• 
o~ the murderer to be tried according to Chinese law. 
On August llst. there 
r. ~ ~ -- .. - . . ... - - ~ 
arr1Ted a British.ship of war under.Captain_H. Smith • 
On Oct. !5th._an order. came ~orm the High Commiss~oner 
that i~ the murderer was not surrendered and the bond 
not signed the ships must sail away wl~hin three d~ys 
under penalty o~ complete destruction by ~ire. Captain 
Elliot called upon Captain H. Smith to prevent the Brit-
ish ship ~rom entering_ the Boaue· The latter with two 
warships reached Chuenpi on NoT. lrd. demanding the. with-
drawal of the order and permission ~or English merchsnts 
and their families to reside on shore with sa~ety. In 
the afternoon !9 war junks appeared. Captain Smith open-
ed fire and ~oreed the war junks to retire. 
The real war did not be~in until the arriTal of 
Admiral G. Elliot on June !8, 1841, and it continued 
until July !1, 184!. The treaty of Nanking was signed 
on Aug. !9, 1842. 
The treaty of Nanking, as tar as the effect on taade 
was concerned, had the following articles:-
!, FiTe ports were to be opened with the freedom for Brit-
ish merchants to reside there and to found establishments 
for their mercantile pursuits. From 1757 Canton had been 
the only o~en port and now there were to be ~our additional 
ones; Amoy, Fuohow, Ningpo, and Shanghai • 
!, At each of the fiTe porte co~e were to be appointed 
I 
directlv with the_ Chinese of~~cials who should oommunica t~ _ _ _ _ _ . ~- _ __ . 
and be .treated wi~ d~e~r~~p~ot~_ Fo~e~l~ th~ Br~t18h 
• - ...... - -- ·~ ~ •• • - 4 --~· -
representati~es ha~ to_pr~~ent_pe~itio~s through the eo-
hong merchants. The co,hlsuls were"to ~ee t,hat the ~ust 
) 
duties and other dues to the Chinese GoTernment were du-
ly discharged by.the British subjects~. In other wor4.a 
. - '\< 
the responsibility o~ the c~-hong merchants ~or the good 
behavior o~ the ~ore~gn merQh&nts was to be replaced by 
that o~ the co~suls,~ a ~act which is signi~ioant ~or 
the future deTelopment of the Maritime customs system. 
5, The Island of Hongkong was to be ceded to England 
to ~orm the base of trade for'the Western World as well 
as for the English. 
4, A war indemnity of $!lpoopoo was stipulated by the 
treaty with a sum of tepoopoo as a ransom for Canton.ln 
184l.a total of $!~ooopoo was shipped to London and Cal-
cutta. 
tu~poo,ooo 
6,000,000 
1,000,000 
e.ooo,ooo 
War expenses. 
Opium destroyed. 
CrHong merchant debts. 
. Windfall for the treasury. 
5, The monopoly of Cohong was to be abolished so that 
the merchants might have the freedom to purchase their 
articles from any merChant and to manage their own af-
fairs without broker, agent, interpreter, or comprador 
being imposed upon them, and also to choose their own 
serTants. 
• 
·. ) 
• 
• 
.. 
~~ There was to be a uniform and moderate tarif~ (~~ad 
T~lorem) o~ bo~_impo~~s and exports. An export duty 
of 101' on tea was a.1loweci.. . .. 
PreTious Tariff Rates • 
Importe. 
Raw Cotton. @ picul 
Grey Shirting" piece 
White 8 " · " 
Cotton Yarn " picul 
Broad Cloth •·chang 
Le'Yf. 
Official. Actual. 
Tls ~!98 · 1~740 
~069 ~171 
•!S5 ·--70! 
~4-es !:4oe 
.71! 1.!4! 
(141 Eng.ins.) 
Exports. 
Silk,Nanking @·picul 15;.!76 !1~7SS 
• ,can~on " • 8~576 10~570 
Tea ff If 1~!79 6.ooo 
Sugar ff If ~269 ~475 
Cotton Cloth " " 1.844 !.651 
New Tia.t-1 :N'. 
;.40() 
~100 
. •1150 
1~000 
.150 
10~000 
10~000 
!~500 
~!50 
1.000 
The new tariff was a death blow to the collectors 
but not.to the revenues of the central GoTernment. The 
rates of three of the five staple imports, the most 
popular ones, were increased and the rates of two of 
them, the less popular ones, were reduced. 
The measurement fees were not mentioned in the 
treaty of Nanking. In the following year, by the agree-
ment of July, 1841, they were replaced by tonnage dues 
at the rate of Tl.50 a ton on ships OTer 150 tons and 
Tl.lOO on ships below that size. According to the new 
rate a vessel of 900 tons, which used to pay Taels l~l-
5.5S, or $4~20.70, for a measurement fee would pay Taels 
450, or tsoo, as tonnage dues, and one of 4!0 tons in-
stead of Taels 2667, or tsp56, would pay Taels !10, or 
•~so. 
• 
k• .· 
After the int~rm~diary ~f~Coh?ng_w~s abolished the 
f.~re.ign ~~r~h~~s c~e int~ close aontact with the Cus-
toms. customs offioe.rs_J]li~t be. st~~;C?ned on_board a 
ship, but could ~ exact neither money nor food. A 
ship~ papers and a full inv~ice of her cargo had to be 
depo~ited at the consulate. The consul-might intervene 
in any dispute l?etween the eustoms off~cials and merchants 
of his own· nationality. 
The transit duties which should not exceed the amount 
of the present rates was agreed upon. This agreement 
gave rise to future entanglements which we have. to take 
into consideration a little later. 
As to opium, Sir H. Pottinger, in accordance with 
instructions from Lord Palmersto~ suggested to Hon. 
Kiying that the trade be legalized,which would bring it 
under better regulation. The question of opium became 
so ignominious that Hon. Kiying refused to open the ques-
tion since the court did nnt instruct him regarding it. 
The question of the opium trade was passed in silence 
in the treaty so that the ~rug remained contraband, 
without British protection, which was so earnestly . 
sought be the English merchants. The High Commissioner 
was warned that the persons of British subjects must 
not be molested for any act of smuggling. The only pen-
alty that could be exacted was the confiscation of their 
ships and cargoes. 
• 
• 
The_ ():{'ium t~a.de, .. w~i~h. C:t:J.ina_ ~&.d. p~~d. so de~~ly 
to su:pl_>~es s, not ~n~y :. was reYiT~d . !Ju:t ~ew with great 
rapidity. In_J~uar,-,1~19_ ~ere_~e~e-~op~o ch~~ts in 
India ready for shipping and there were 10poo Chests in 
Chinese waters. By the end o~ March the number of chests 
in Chine~e waters was doubled, _b~t the·number of chests 
in India, ready for the ~arket~ rema~ed the same. In 
1818 the import was 2~619 chests and in 1850 the im-
port was 50,000 chests. 
Along the long.stretching>unguarded coasts of 
KwangtUng and FUkien Provinces the most Tigorous trade 
was carried on. /cstoaishiRSlY ""the prices went up:' as 
high as 60 times the ordinary price in Canton. From t500 
it went up as high as $1000 a chest delivered within the 
city of Canton. In October prices along the coast ranged 
from $1~000 to $1~000 and at the end of the year from 
$700 to $1200. 
After the Opium War the officials who were inTOlTed 
in the suppression of the opium trade were degraded on 
account of their bad management. The new officials who 
were appointed to take their positions not only dared 
not to yenture to enforce the edict of prohibition,but 
also were afraid to breathe a word about the abominable 
question. In 1844 Sir J. Davis proposed to Kiying that 
• 
• 
the Iegaliz~_tion of th~_ <?P~tJ!Il trad.e would kill the s~~­
gli~g and _benefi ~. the revenue. The 1~ t t~l". -~eem~d _ ~o _ ap-
pr~oi~te the_argumeht but would not venture an~ personal. 
risk in advising. the court ~n the unpalatable question 
of opium. The imperial ~overnment lost 1ts_pre~t1ge and 
the law of the land was relaxed. The smugglers, carr,y-
ing arms with them, ·r. eTen defied the go:Yernment police 
forces. Be:f"ore .S.in 'a mission though th~·-:opium trade was 
not legalized it was regulated. It was conducted under 
the official OTersight. But after the mission the trade 
was neither legalized nor regulated. Since the British 
authorities refused to allow the establishment of a de-
pot at Hangkong, the English smugglers carried the goods 
to Chinese waters and delivered them on ship board and 
receiTed payment in cash in exchange. 
!rading conditions ~fter the treaty of Nanking were 
reversed. Great Britain, not the Chinese GoTernment, 
dictated the terms. After a number of cities had been 
captured by the English forces, Sir H. Pottinger pro-
ceeded to Yangtze. On June !6th., while the forces were 
still off wusung, and again on July !6th., before they 
left Chinkiang, communications were receiTed, the first 
from Ilipu and the second from Niu Xien, begging him to 
wait for negotiations for the terms of the treaty. Pot-
tinger pushed on and reached Nanking on Aug. 9th. The 
• 
.·· ""· 
• 
Ohine~e plenipotentiar~es arrived o~ th~_same ~~~· _W~~ 
. -- - -~•''' ~·-·-:····· . ··-·- .• -
the English threatening :to asst\~lt ~he. ci~y negoti~t~ns· 
- 0• •0 0 ....... T ... 0 ' -- ' • 
started on ~~~ ~4th, •. i'Jl:ree days l&t(\Jr, --~~g. 17th., the 
treaty was si~ed on board H. Jl• s .. "Cornwallis•. The 
terms were practically the same as those prescribed b.J 
; ; 
Lord Palmerston-10 _months before. !he Premier was the 
sole dictator. 
By aew force of arms the customs tariff had been 
revolutionized from illegal exactions into a uniformJ 
moderate) regiliS:r tariff. But the revolution~!~) only 
partial. A nation with 4000 years of history and trad-
ition could not be revolutionized by physical force ex-
erted by an ~dmiral {Pottinger) or even by a statesman 
(Palmerst•n), who had never visited her soil. He might 
impose still heavier terms than he fiad, but he could not 
root out the causes of the grievances and transform the 
heavy machinery of a mediaeval government into a modern 
form of government. 
Not long after the treaty was signed the defects 
of the provisions began to manifest themselves. 
1, By the treaty the Cohong monopoly was abolished 
and the foreign merchants came into direct relation 
with the corrupt officials of the Custom Bouse. The for-
eign merchants:who, if not originally corrupt, must 
have been contaminated by their Chinese associates, re-
sorted to every possible means to evade duties by smug-
gling or by fraud. Chinese laws were set at nought by 
• 
• 
this practice; the stipu~a~ione of the tre~ty were ne-
~l~~te~; -~e impe~~a~_revenuee were g:rea~ly ~ompromi~ed; 
p~~ei~·t~~~e_wa.s~conyer~ed_into a_ g;ame_of h~~ard. 'llle 
Chinese Government yielded on exterritoriality. The ~or­
eign merchants abused the privilege by using it as a weap-
on ag~inst fhe grantor. 
. '. 
!, English trade suffered from la¥. of' elasticity. 
The customs tariff was rigidly fixed by the treaty at 
6~ ad valorem according ~o the prices of 184!. After 
one and one•half decades, in the year 1858, ehe press-
ing need of revision_was almost cruotal. The.prices ~ 
.lfr\,M.w~'~7~ 
changed 7due ~, the falling of price~ and secondly, 
to the inferior quality substituted for the best quality. 
The specific duty which represented 5~ ad valorem on the 
basis of' the prices of 184S became, 15 years later, 10~ 
on white shirting and 7 1/~ ~ on grey shirting on. the 
on the other hand, 
one hand, whileAthe duty on dyed and figured shirting 
fell to 4 1/2 ~. 
s, The stipulations of the treaty granted the Eng-
lish merchants the privilege of low rates of duty on en-
try but the centuries-old onerous internal dues rendered 
the low rates of tariff nugatory. The internal duty that 
A.P 
was originated in the Tang Dynasty (618 ~ 907) for the 
A 
wW 
purpose of checking trade wepe now necessary on account 
of the growth of public expenditures. The Taiping re-
bellion and the belligerent insurrection on the Westenn 
frontier augmented the expenditure. A direct tax would 
have excited opposition and favored the belligerents. 
• 
• 
An indirect tax incurred less resist~nce. The vast ter-
r~tory of the Chinese Empire .was overlooked by the di~­
lomats. The intern~~ ~!ls~o~s ba~riers~ .one a short dis-
tance form the other, were very numerous • Before foreign 
produce reached the ultimate consumer the internal duty 
amounted to so heavy a sum as to render foreign produce 
almost prohibitory in the far interio~. 
4, ·Finally there was one item which remained a m·ys-
tery not only to the diplomats, who were not familiar 
with Chinese conditions, but also to the merchants with 
their long experience and repeated attempts to advance 
their trade. They always appealed to force but remained 
ignorant of the fact that the market of China demanded 
cotton cloth instead of woolen. The mass wanted homespun, 
durable, roll$h cloth. The rich preferred silk and f'ur. 
Cotton cloth,.¥imitation ~ silk, was acceptable to both 
the rich and the mid~le classes. 
5, The five ports opened are all lying on the South-
eastern coast of China. There is north China, a vastt 
territory with products unknown to the foreign traders, 
and there is the Yangtze River, the Mississippi of China, 
leading ~o the richest land;of unsurpassed fertility, 
and to the tea mart of China. The Yangtze is navigable 
all the year round. During the summer season when the 
• 
. :~ 
l 
• 
water.~s h~gh the ~eg~lar~~~~ liners mar go as far a 
Hanko!, the Chica~o. ~~-0~1na,_~oo_m1~~s ~r~m ~h~ moutn. 
The ~p~~ing of new poets, howeTer,.ha~ to wait for later 
development. 
The :U:ari time 'customs ~S:d its birth in 185S, ele.an 
years 'fter the treaty of Nanking, wh~n the regular CUstoms 
·>t. 
<.;,_'II, 
Bouse at Sbangnai fell,with the city intotthe hands of 
the Taiping rebel~. Shanghai·became'an open port tn 
ahw~ 
1841 by the ~ treaty, and the foreign settlement was 
" protected from the rebels by the forces of the trading 
nations. For a short time it was a free port. Althopgh 
the Cohong system had vanished the principle still exist-
ed; The consuls were ~onsidered responsible for the dut-
ies of their merchants, so the consuls of Britain, Amer-
ica and France requested the merchants of their respect- . 
iTe nationalities to pay,or to depesit bonds for payment 
of, the 5" duty. 
After the rebels captured Shamghai the higher offi-
cials flocked into the foreign settlement for protection 
.{;.. . 
and Shanghai Taot&i, customs superintendent, was among 
-
the refugees.-: /on June ~5, 1854 agreement was made be-
·...L. 
tween the Taota1 and the c?nsuls of_ the leading_ trad-
ing nations, Great Britain, America, and France, that 
the Customs House ahould be temporarily under joint 
control of a board of three inspectors, one from each 
of the nations represented. The board was to collect 
• 
• 
.. 
erate_;-~~~ o~ ~"-a~~C?~~it:t~.to t~e_treaty o~ Nanking. 
'!'he_ Englis~. rep~e~el_l~~t1Ye_,_ ~omas ~~-Wad~, lat~~ S~r 
Th«?mas 1fad~,alone'could speak Chinese and. the office 
deYOlTed upon him •. After Sir Thomas_W~de was summoned 
to the Peking legati9n in the f'o;lowing year Kr. B. R. 
Lay took his place. Kr Lay was confirmed in his post 
.\.f, 
and became lnspector-@eneral after the-~treaty of' Tientein~ 
1858,- the first Inspector-General of' the Customs serTice, 
which in the course of these few years had been eatended 
to ~e other open por~s in China. In 1859 Kr. Robert 
Hart, who could .also speak Chinese; was appointed deputy 
Commissioner of' the Canton Customs and became acting 
Inspector-General when Mr. Lay obtained leave of absence. 
On Uovember 19, 1861 Ur. Robert Hart became the Inspector-
General of the Imperial Maritime Customs after Mr. LSJ 
was f'orced to resign on account of the attitude he held 
()IV 
as an ally and not~a serYant of' the Chinese Empire. 
It was in the f'irst f'ew years of' Sir. R. Hart's ad-
ministration that the Customs underwent a series of' re-
f'orms which introdused into China the European Customs 
system. The head of'f'ice was transf'erred f'rom Shanghai 
to Peking. Sir R. Hart retained his off'ice as Inspector-
General until his death, Sept. !1, 1911. A f'ew weeks 
later came the downfall of the Ching Dynasty. He had 
• 
• 
l~~t. ~~na in ~f, _ ~~o~_, ___ t;to!D~n~~!l_. o~_ a_ ~e!l~e of' ~bsenoe, 
bUt it was understOOd that he WOUld neT&r return to China. 
~-. ·- . ~ ........ , ~ -" ~ -~ -· -~ ... -- - ... . - .. - ·-- . ~' 
..DQring th~ .~st_ ~~~fi'. y~~P~-~~- his life~ -~ow~Y~P1 th9!Je 
were-two m$1!& Inapeo~Grs Genepal~ ~o~ ~he first two pears 
of b~s absence Sir R~b~rt_ ~rJ:tion, deputy Insp~ctor-Gen­
eral, was acting Inspector-General. _ ~n April, 1910, Ur. 
'"-·r 
F. A. Aglen succeeded him and a~ter Sir:· Robert Hart's 
death the fopmer...,. on October !5, · 1911, was confirmed as 
Inspector-General by the Inperial ~esoript. 
The ports which were brought under the control of 
the foreign representat1Tes were firs~as we have described) 
Shanghai, and closely following that the other four 9Pen . 
ports, Ningpo, Fuchow1 Amoy, and Canton. After the con-
firmation or the treaty of Tientsin the opening of a new 
port meant the transferring of the regular Customs from 
the old system to the new. With the addition of Swatow, 
which was opened one year earlier, there were altogether 
A7'W~~ 
fourteen open ports in 18a.r, ~ ur. Robert Hart was 
1\ 
appointed astieg Inspector-General. The ports opened 
at later periods were as follows;-
1876~ Chuingchow (Hainan) - - - - - - - - - 1. 
1877, Iehang,Wuhu, Winohow, Pakhoi - - - - - 4~ 
1887, Kowloon, Lappa - - - - - - - - - - - - !. 
1889, Lungchow, Kengtze - - - - - - - - - - !~ 
1891, Chungking - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1. 
1894~ Yatung - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - 1~ 
1895, Hangchow, Soochow, Shaei - - - - - - - s • 
• 
. ~ .. 
• 
1897; Samshuf Wuohow, Szeinao. - - - - - - - S ~-
1898; Tuning/ Yocbow·, · Chinwangtao - - - · - · - 1 ~ 
1899; Nanking~· · sa.ntua.o - - .:. - - - - - - - 2 ~ 
190!~ wantsien; Teng1uch·-.:..:. ------- !, 
1904;· changslia,· changteh~ Jtengmoon -·- --- ~~ 
1907, Antung, B~ing -.---------- ! • 
The Uar1~1me_customs, or 
known, the "Fo~eign Customs"; 
' lar ~r nat1Ye.customs after the_treaty of Nanking, in 
_114!, or ~pre st:tictly speaktm.g, after ·the Taiping 
aebellion sieaed Shanghai. It was fully recognized 
and confirmed by"' the Chinese GoTernment after the treaty 
of Tientsin, 1858 •. 
The regular_Custome were established_as early as 
the Tang Dynasty, for the purpose of discouraging trade 
because the ~.conomic theory of ~at time was similar to 
that of' the Plupiocratic school,- agriculture alone was 
productiTe. Customs Houses were put up, n~t for revenue, 
but for hampering trade along trade routes, waterways, 
and sea coast, where trade was rich. Annual reports 
were not required and statistics were unknown to the 
Chinese so that the taxation ays~em gradually became a 
den of corruption and the administration was infested 
with grafters. 
In order to expose the corruptt~n of the regular 
s . Customs administration, Russian a~atistics {190S) showed 
an export exceeding the Chinese customs import by OYer 
• 
• 
Taels 15000000 and an import from China exceedings the 
-.- .... ) -~'-··-- ·- ... - ... - - ·-·- ... 
~~ne~e ·9us~om~ expor~ by oyer Taels sopo~ooo. An a~r­
a~e· o~ 'raele ~,5~0,0Q~ __ of dl]ties levied on t'"'is trade a&-
nually found their way into private pockets • 
The trans~ormation of regular Customs into Maritime 
Customs had di~~erent meanings to the d~fferent classes 
o~ Chinese people. 
1, To ·the traders it meant a definite amount of duty 
to be paid openly at certain defined times. There was 
no ;art1al1ty to a great dealer who could mani~ulate 
through underhanded ways one of the underlings, and there 
was no detaining of the small traders who !;}ad _pp means 
·a.~ 
to bribe the exwminers. In other words,Aequality and 
swiftness of trade. 
!, on the other hand it meant to the of~icial class 
that an enormous number of Customs officials and their 
UM." 
parasites were nowAemployed. To the high provincial 
officials it meant that one of their many sources of 
private income had been checked and that local or pro-
vincial income had been trans~ormed into revenue for 
bhe central government, which was greatly enriched by 
this extra income • 
• 
·~ 
. , 
• 
: Chapter IV • 
, 
The "Arrow" Wat and the Treaty of. Tientsin. 
) 
The Treaty of Nanking was dictated by Lord Falmerston ~nd 
:'t-.. 
wrested from the Chinese under the threatening of force by Sir 
H. Pottinger who as far as the Chinese trading conditions were 
, I ... 
concerned was just as ignorant b.s his· instructor. A few t,EL&rs later 
the grievances of the ~reaty of Nanking revealed themselves, In the 
~reaty of Nanking there was no provision t6r revision, while the 
Treaty of Wanghia with ~erica signed 1844, Article XXXI and the 
Treaty of Whampoa with France, 1844 Article XXXIV, provided for 
revision at intervals of every twelve years. !mong the thre~ treaty 
powers (England, America, and France) the former claimed the 
0 
;f .. ..,.~ 
revision on the ground of the most-favored-nation clause. The ~emQftis 
f6r revision were as follows;-
1. The acce t~s of the whole interior as well as the cities 
on the coast o.r at least a few popular inland marts along the 
Yangtze river. 
8. Legalization of opium trade. 
3. The abolition of inland transit dues. 
4. The regulation o~ emigration of nhineae laborers. 
0.. 
5. Tbe perpetual residence of A foreign envoy at the Capito.l 
an.l t:'1e proper COl:'_munlcation between the Chinese local chief author-
i ties and. the foreign envoys • 
• 
\ 
i 
This~ time the three commercial· powe:ts instead of one acted 
;. 
in concert but France and England were ~ngaged in the Crimean War 
. . 
and they instructed their respective representatives to avoid the 
threatening of China.with force: 
When the demand for the redress ·.,qf' grievances was presented 
··>t.-.• 
.:_·:>. 
to the Imperi~l Commissioner at Canton, Commissioner Yeh was 
a.~"'~ 
astonished by this demand ahd•sald that the treaties between China 
and the threo powers were intended to :·be. perpetual. During this time 
an incident happened which brought _the crisis to a clim~. 
On Oct. 8th, 1858 the lorcha "Arrow" which was owned by a 
~hinese, and registered at Hongkong, lying o~~ the city of Canton 
and flying English flag was boardci by ~hinese officers and soldiers 
who hauled tee flag down and arrested twelve of thB crew. ~hough 
the term of her registration had expired eleven days before ~ the 
fact was not known to the Chinese authorities at tho time. The 
~nglish Consul addressed the Co~missioner Yeh with emphatic language 
after the police of-f.'icer refused to surrender the prisoners. 
The principlo held by the British of~ic~~s was that under 
extertorri to rial jurisdiction by the Treaty of Boguer; 1843 a 13ri tish 
ship in Chi nose waters is British soil, and ~'•11 on board are under 
British protection. 
AN ultimatum was sent to Co~missioner Ye~ on Oct. 12th and the 
so called "Arrow"1Var ensued. On account of the mutiny in I~dia 
and. the crude transportation :t'acili ties the war al thoug": formeJ.ty 
jeclared was not iFmediately carried out, In April 1R58'the allied 
• force a of British u.11.1 French invaded North China. The Troaty of 
Tientsin was signed on Jttne 28th, 1858. ~ith three exceptions , opium 
·. 
• 
• 
' tea·. and si~k,. the duty,, both import and· export, was e sta.blished on 
£ 
a general basis of 5% ad valorem. OpiUm was legalized and levied 
a duty at 38 Taels per chest being 7 or· 8% .of the. average ad valorem. 
No transit certificate· on opium.iwas granted. The original tariff on 
te:> ... ·2:-BO""Taels per picu7 amounted to i:~t-ween 15~ and 20~. The 
original rate of duty on silk,an articlee ~hich France was highly 
.. ' 
interested, was much below 5% of the average value. On account of () 
the opposition of the French ambassado·r the rate of taxation on silk 
remained the same. The tariff was still on the basis~·the supple-
mentary treaty of 1843, -5% ad valorem was carried out in specific 
duty; in other words on account of the changing of prices the tariff 
of 1843 was readjusted to correspond with the new price list. Articles 
not enumerated in the list were .to be liable to a duty of 5% on the 
value. Cornmo.fities supposedly for the.sole consumption of the foreign 
residents were to be exempted from all dut?· These kinds of articles 
in the course of years were taken up by the Chinese and were consumed 
in large quantities since ~here was no revision of the tariff until 
1909 the Imperial exchequer su~fered heavily from this concession. 
The following co~modities are absolutely prohibited from 
importation:-
1. ~~1nition of war, and raw materials for munition. This 
was very strongly emphasized on a.~count of the rebelliono raging 
simultaneously in di .... ferent section in the Ernpire. 
r' 
2. Sal~beine a government monop)y the strictest prohitition 
was necessary to protect the revenue • 
Commodities prohibited to export:-
• 
1. Copper, cash and rice were probibited but since 1869 
are allowed to be trans~orted from one Chinese port to another 
but foreign export is still prohibited • 
2. Bean and beancakes were prohibited. (Removed in 1869) 
J 
Uniform system of customs administration and collection 
was to be inforved at a11 the open ports. :'·t..,.. 
New Customs Regulations on Co~mercial Ships. 
On arrival of a ship the customs might send officers on 
board to protect the revenue. They must be provided with food bn~ ~ 
~ 
no fee. The shipmaster must immediately present the papers to report 
1\ 
her name, tonnage, and the nature of her cargo to the customs througg 
his respective consul. Permit to open hatches might then be issued. 
After all dues and duties bad been paid the custom was to issue a 
port clearance and the ship's papers might ce returned through the 
consul without which she coul:i not sail. In case of false manifest 
she was liable to a fine of 500 Taels. In case of smuggling the 
ship concerned rr:ight be deprived of the privilege of trading further 
at Chinese ports. ~11 fines were to belong to the 0hineae govern~ent. 
The treaties, on th8 one hand., fully protect the rr.erchnnta 
in the assessment of his goods, and on t~e other hand, if there were 
any suspicion the customs might call other merc!1ants to arcitrate, 
but there was no power to call for invoices. 
The tonnage dues were greatly reiluced by the Treaty of 
Nanking und~he Treaty of' Tientsin the dues were +'urther reduced 
• from • 50 Taels a ton to • 40 ~aels for a vessel of larger size and 
.10 Taels for vessels of:t:less ttan 150 tons. The dues were to 'l::e paid 
• 
once in every four months in advance. In case ·a ship was laid up for 
repairs in a Qhinese po~t the time limit was extended equal in length--
to the time she was undergoing repairs •. In case re-pairs were done in 
a port other than ~hinese tl:c privilege was·not to· be granted. The 
~-· tonnage dues were not a :frutt" of the imperial exchequer; seven tenths 
of the gross collection was appropriated t,o the maintenance of aids 
. •":.·:~'("" 
to navigation and three tenths was appropriated to Western F.ducation. 
Tr&:r~ait · a\tiWL By the ~reaty of Nanking the term of the 
provisions for transit dues was very vague. After 1854 the number of 
loc~l barriers was greatly increased so that the burden of the local 
duty on goods was almost prohibitory. By the !reaty of Tientsin the 
foreign merchants were to be entitled to commute all inlani dues 
ty onG pa.yrr.ent in advance to the rr.Uritirne customs at the rate of 
two a.n:i one half percent on the value, half' the tari"'f rluty. 
By the treaty of Tientsin the consul an·i the Chinese customs 
o"'"·f'icials were to have joint authority in regard to the inata1lation 
of ligtt a an:i other <A. ids to navigation. '!'he ~trspe<"!tor-Ccne ral was so 
t'horoug:-1 in his rnanagerr.ent that the ·enforeerrent of tl:is joint 
stipnlation W!:!.S no• necessary. The stipulations of the treaties of 
the three powers in regard to free enga.gerr.r:nt or pilot were also 
rt'3ndered superfluous t!~roue;h tl•e e·"-f"ieient c..dmini strati on of the 
Inspector General. 4---r~-\\:,., :i \l-~:l:ii.;:.:. _;__~. .. ' ---~---4---------------~ -~ .. 
-"',_ ~ "' "' "' • • o--~.., :.rlpin~bellion. l he ~~:up1ng Rebellion ha-l,,great e+'fect 
on the development of' tr~.l(~ of this period. deserving our U.ttention. 
In 1760 the strong F.IYll:-eror CHien TAmg abdicated: '.n fu.vor of his 
·iwetU: son, Ohia Ctinr;, during whose reign cf t·Menty-four years tJ·ere wu.s 
• pcr·iud of decline ~ollowe•l ty a. sc14 iea of rebellion's. Chia Cl~ing wus 
su.::et~cded by his son, '!'u.o Krrung, in 12.20 ·:::-:o u;",te!""pted to rerr·edy -! !· 
..f'l"'ie situation rut of no avail. Tn April, 1852, the 'fa.iping Rebellion 
stttrted in Kwang Hsi Province, the extreme soutb west corner of the 
• Empire. ~i th surprising swifbese the rere.ls ·marched toward the 
center of' China.1:-oefore the end; of the year, by Dec. 23rd., 1852, 
• 
ITanya.ng was taken and ~uchang,the Provin~ia"l capitol and the.tr&.de 
'•\ . 
. -;·t· 
center on January 12th, 1853. Floating down~tbe current of Yangtze 
River the trude marts along the banks were destroyed and devastated 1 
one after u.nont1":e r. On ~.!arch 19th, 1853, the ancient ca. pi tol of the 
~n.pire ~~anking was taken ty asAa.ul t. Had the re'tels floate down the 
current a little :"urtl:er and came into contact wit:r. foreign rrerchants 
·H!:e re ti~e:r coul1 ,~ave secured enoug't war supplies t1·ey l"'igvt. have 
su~ct:e,le:l in overthrowing the 1ynasty. 
·They hu.l ted for a few years l::l.nd 1::ecazr:e demoralized. '!'tey then 
turned norti1 'ty land, rutchering, tutming, and devastating whereve-f!' 
they vvent. They went north u.s far as Chinghai Rsien and Tuliu Chen 
.:.::. nctoter 28th, 1S53, twenty ti.Dil twelve miles S.Wb.Y f.rOP."i Tientsin 
respaatively and the capitol is only eighty miles north of Tientsin. 
~ 
1i'or a li ~':lP. more thun t1 vear tte ret~ls the 7Thole length 
~ A 
u"T' t1·,e vttst Empire almost without any or:posi t.lon. No ef'fective 
r:;:-J1i3tc:..nce 7W.a o"'fererl until tt.ey cwne too:close t,o the seat of the 
d '· .:-+· -rono- ..... ,_ ... • ("·a .•. ,..,,... v v-..~. 0 1..11.'-A-~ }J, __ .. ,.._ ind.epend.ent insurrectora av~;~.iJ.eu t~-r:rc.selves 
• 
• 
., 
ing himself perma~ly. The brutality and the ·devastat,ion ·of his army 
..:: 
aroused two ·Chinese st~tesmen to appose and finally Qverthrow. the r-ebet 
The result of 'the rebellion; · . 
1. When the rebels occupied the 'Yangtze valley the consuming 
• t J . :' 
market was debarred and the import trade ~ede was closed. But the 
importation of opiUm was greatly increaae~t~The inland market for tea 
"':··. 
was destroyed._~~trhe tear;·:Jiowever, flflnnd ita only market in Shanghai 
,~> 
by land route for foreign shipping. The exports of silk also increased 
as shown ty the follo~ing ; 1B5l-----20,831 bales, 1852-----41,293, 
1853-----58,319, 1858-----85,970. 
The increase on the import of opium was, however, too small 
to balance the increase on export of tea and silk and the difference 
had to te made up by apeaie payment in shape of Carolus or Spanish 
•iollar of the reign of' r.harles IV ( 1788-1808) 
2. The growth of likin auty, The literal translation-of likin 
is "one-thousandth" of one ta.el of silver cl:arged as a tra.nai t duty 
on the value of goods. It may be called an ad valorem duty of one tenth 
of one percent. Afte-r"· t:;e Taipine; rebels occupied the south ana 
central part of the Rmpire the most reliO.rle source of pu'l::lic revenue, 
lu.n.l tax, was checked. When t-he vigorous suppression took place there 
'"as no revenue avt:LilC.ble to defro.y the military expenses. ~he author-
i :ies were driven to dP-vise ne';v means to meet the ex1)endi ture. In 185;:5 
tl::e new forrc of taxation hud its trial in Xiangsu, tte rr.ost prod.uctive 
prov-inve in the ~rr.pire, with "Tankinf·, ~oochow, and ~"~tangbii as its 
leu.:ling corrmercit"1l ci tie B. ~i t}:in the next t~·1enty ;yct:Lrs fror; 1854 the 
1 ikin bureu.uo were est at li s}-JIJ1 ir. th; c ig'hteen pro vi nccs of ('!l:ina 
Pro.ver u.n:l in the t'i'IO ~.~u.nchuriun '!'rovinces, Kirin and 'F'cngtiP-n. 
• 
• 
The rates of L:i.kin. "i'heoretically the likin is a contribution 
of one-thousandth, but ~·in practice on account of necessity of revenue 
for suppression of rebe.ls the rates wer:e different in different 
province.s and at different. times. :Further there was no uniform rate 
in regard to ~iffernt -classes o~ goods. THE rated ranged from one to 
nine percent. The. ·burden of this ta.x cann.ot be measured by. the rate 
.--.~s~·~· 
alone on a given class of goods, in a given province, at a given time, 
because the number of likin stations enroute which varied with place 
and time must be taken into cqnsideration. 
Revenue. According to the Chinese nature any rurden added 
cannot be removed even though the cause of the burden had disappeared 
so that after the suppression of tte rebellions the tax continued and 
its channe 1 was changed to the local improvement. The Departrrent 
of Finance, however, may secure a share o~ the revenue from the rich 
provinces by negotiation with 1 ts govenor. The provincia] authorities 
a1~ays attempted to keep the actual arnount secret in order to reduce 
if not uvoi:i the great den:.an1 of tr·e possil:le interference of the.-~ 
nep~rtment of ~inance. 
The ~dm~nistration. The govenor of each province who was 
t1:e COITirr.under of the government forces as well as in charge o.p the war 
revenues and conseq_uently the administrator of the likin tax •. The 
u:::..ture of this ttUt has changed fron: a war tax to local improvement 
tax 'Nhic!·l is also under t:he jurisllict:i on on the governor. A Chief 
turoau was es':arlisl:.ed. in eac1: provincia.l co.pi tol to forrr. the center· 
.• -. ..... • '_J , 
•-{ .... 
'.' 
~::.' ~-tc '!'reu.ty of' Tientsin :en rr:.ore ports were openeJ to 
U,"b Ll 
~ ~ ~(,r!hinese goverment, they· amoun~ ·to revolution, and involved the surrendE 
i ~~ of some of the most cherished principles of the traditional policy 0~ ~~-
. ~--\- ~ the ~pire." , 
~ ,here is only one exception which .marks .the pecularity of the 
• 
r,hincae trade ,-the mistoms duty'- is le.vied on export as well as on im-
ports o·n the san:e basis being both assessed at rates based on a nom-
. '·:~~~ 
inal rate of .' 5% ad.- valorem • 
• f ... . • • 
~ . 
The British government _fought the 6piu:n: War frir all tra.ding 
nations. The c:rncessio11:s granted. 'by tne Chinese government not only 
'benefitted the B'ri tish :ll'lerchants ·t·ut all those who entered the 
Eastern trade. It also mnrka the changing of the principle~ Formerly 
if there·ewaa··any grievance to be redressed the policy resorted to 
· · ·~ ~ (l of 
was that of loca-l pression' and the new policy was ttat the lirect 
contr.:unication and negotiation with the central government. 
The "Arrow" War and tbe. War of' 1860 rr.ark another change, -
tbe concert of pbecpowera of two governments fought for e..ll other 
trading nations. 
:!::rough tte treaty stipulations tte custon:s tr..r:if:f' so minutely 
prcscri'ted that the~.'.Whole tari -~":f syaterr, was revolu":ionized. Put the 
AJ.mini~:rt;;.tive reforr, to carry ou~, theria requirer~ents in~:o tte full 
eff'ect: u.nd tt·e internc..l readjustment c·alled :for· sorr.e one t,o accornplis:t 
t~e surre • 
• 
i 
f 
Chapter v. 
The?~:[r{£8tratiori.:o __ of Sir Robert J~art • 
The Taiping Rebellion ~orced, the e~e.to~S,"superintendent, 
Shanghai Taotai, to resort to temporary ~eans to negotiajl'e an agreement 
with the three consuls at Shanghai to control. the tariff on import and 
·:\.~ 
export during the period of turmoil. Under the'",'agreement each nation, 
·. 
irrespective of the volume of its trading, nominated one inspector. 
The British nominee assumed leadership merely because the first inspector, 
Captain Thomas F. Wade an& a year later his successor, N.H. Lay could 
master the Chinese language. 
The shanghai Taotai, an officer of fourth rank, without 
any tnstruction from higher authority had no right to deed his office 
to aliens. He succeeded with immunity only on account of the situation. 
The fate of the Ching ~asty was hanging in the balance. The only possible 
means of checking the smuggling was by granting such privilege to foreign 
consuls who were in command of ~he foreign settlement, the section irrmune 
from the attack of the rebels. This procedure, however, met the approval 
of the eentral government on the ground that the new management yielded 
greater revenue than the system administered under a Chinese superinteddent 
By the Treaty of Nanking irregular exactions were transformed 
into a uniform tariff, but within a short period new abuses arose. Although 
the regu~ations were revolutionized the original set of grafting 
officials remained, and new abuses were cound to arise. The merchants 
on the one side and the numerous unpiad collectors on the other 
carried on a kind of illicit bargaining. The cargo might pass the 
• 
foreign truda, Newchuang, Chef'oo, Hankow, Kiuk~ang, Chinlsi.ang, 
Taiwanfu, Tamsui, Swatow, Kiungchow,and Nanking.Two years later in 
1860 Tientsin was also opened • 
The admission of foreigners in~Y~ngtze river..t1T§ ·ports, 
Honkow, Kiukiang, Chinkia.ng, and; l~anking was undoubtedly the 
greatest concession on the part of the Chj,ne'se government. There ~· 
not only. the possibilities of smuggling , :f~i:. the danger of foreigners 
supplying arms to the rebels. 
(7 
~ince 18Gn trc position of trade t(ae beenl·ve,tersed." The 
--~---- --- ·-·-------------
treaty powers dictated the terms and la11 down the ntles to regulate 
the trade. China was first weakened cy a few succeeding weakiEmperors 
and later by thG 6piur.: War, Retclli.on, "A""row" ~ar and finally tbe 
~ar of H360. 
TI:.e rules la.ii do1.rn ry tro.tl.~;:,r powers were sirr11f.._r in rany ways 
":.o tnosc of the "'r'estc;·r. r;u t ions. In the eyes of the Chinese,· b owever, 
t}·!e conceasions -.vere extorted under ~il:itary pressure. The age bonored 
::ntditions 7mrc wa:ivcJ.. 'rbe navication o_J' foreign roc.ts in t.r.e Yangtze 
and freedom ~.o travel in the inh .. nd and finu.llv tbe mos-t important, 
. ~? 
tLe perfe":.uu.l , cs:Llencc of foreit;n hrn~a~sadorH in Peking, were 
:lit.r..etrica.lly on:.onc1 to tLe :rudition ar.::l rclicy o.P tf:G rlinese 
[;O'Jcrmr:ent. "'f:c der.-:•·r;;1 o.p the h~s":: c1ausc crrnsed t1-·c ~!'lar o.,. 18e.n • 
,_ • .!' ,..1• -,,.._ Q.p nx+r•• ~"'t·J·A_. 4 Ql'"·-·l:t.._'T l·J. ~r .. ,_, l)J..r: • C '' tl .. - vV. l. <.· J.\.- . ,,; t in exce:c:n of' ~.1-:.ose wr::IcJ cor;~n·erc:Ic;..l 
... ~'t I 
,:.;._, ···the ·''· 
customs without being, exareined and parj7-~~:t declared as soon as pockets 
of· the· minor .customscijf~i~&i"if:t? were S§:t.i~:f!ea>. A large· amount of the 
imports ani exports passed untaxed annually and the government revenue 
su~fered heavily. 
The new institution created at Shanghai to meet the pressing 
need was felt keenly ty the traders becaus~--i~he uniform tariff' placed 
·~·~ 
. 
them at a· disadvantage in corr:pn.rison with the corrupted system \mder 
tl:e Chinese supcri~tendents at other ports. In 1856 two years after 
the ~banghai customs house was under the rr.anagerr.ent of the British 
representatjve the American merch~nts unanimously presented a petition 
to ·~teir new consul advocating t}2e return of the customs toctha.r:- •1'C' 
Chinese superintendent in order to insure tbe"facilitiea" they used 
to enjoy und tbe "fa.cili ties" that the other four ports were enjoying. 
T1~ey further co:r.1pluir.e:l unler-~s they were situated on equal :'cotine with 
t~-:.e f'oreign rr:e rchc..nts at ot1:.er ports tt.ey were placed at c. disadvantuge. 
'J!'ten the 'rariff cor:rrd ttee met, in 1iov.l85A, t:te collection o:f' duty under 
. a uniform syaterr at. t..ll tr:e 011en ports wu.s (mtfliilisizkrll:tr·~n~ :'!.f&J:i&'W':f'i'ft . 
words of !ule. 10. 
"The high o"ficers E.I.Jpoir.ted by Chinese governrr~ent to super-
intend foreign trade will U<:!cordingly from time -:o tirr,e, ei tber :himself 
visit,or will send a deputy to vizit the different ports. The suid 
hig~ officer wiJl te ::...t liberty, of his o-rir. choice, and ir.l~'il.de'n1tly 
of tte sucgcstion or nor:dna":.:J on of any Bri t:lsr: c..uthori ty, to select 
r,.r;J Br1t1s:1 subject he r:.uy sc::e fit to c..U. ::im in the adn:ir~iBtrt:~.t5on 
t 
cf customs revenue; in the prevention of smum.: ling; in the .le:'r.i t) on 
,. 
• cf port 'tounduries; or in liscr.u.11 ging the luties o-f> r.ar1 or--r.:~ster; ·also 
"1..., 
eJ- . 
u,J~n distribution of tpe li~ts, Buoys, Beacons, and the like, the main-
~ f\tainance of which shall be:provided for out of the tonnage dues." 
• 
By this treaty all the open ports'were ~ledged on the 
'\ Joint surveilance of Imperial commissioner Hsieh and Kr. Robert Hart. 
After the Treaty of Nanking ( 184~) and the Treaty of Tientsin 
.... ~~ 
(le5e) cor~ption·continued but it was covered by a veil of secrecy. "Old 
wine" was put in "~ew bottles." When Thomas Wade and a year later N.H. 
Lay followed each other in the Inspectorship the system was carried out 
just as the treaty negotiation intended. It was comparatively easier tor 
them to conduct the tariff system because the old sys;&m was entirely 
swept away by the rebellion. The actual reform did not take place until 
Mr. Robert Hart undertook the monumental task in 1861. The preponderant 
difficulties be encountered may bP divided into two classes. 
One class was concerned with the foreign rr~erchants. 'DUring 
the period between the !reaty of Nanking (1842) and the Treaty of Tientsin 
(1858) when the regulated tariff of five per cent.ad valorem was under 
the administration of the Chinese superintendent, the duties were left 
to the liguists on the foreign side and •tth the minor c~stoms officials 
on the other. The examination of goods then became a farce and the 
amount paid was settled by an informal bargaining between the represent~ 
ti7es of both sides. 
The expense of collection under this system estimated by 
I 
Sir Robert Hart amounted to as high as lOOf,.' The incidence of the tax 
was by no means uniform. The shrewd bargainers and the great firms 
Sargent "Angle Chinese Corr.n'erce and ~plomacy" p. 149 
• 
t) 
l 
reaped the benefit while the small merchants suffered but?as compared 
with the former on the whole he paid less than the prescribed tariff • 
When the uniform tariff was 4nforced the relation between the foreign 
f 
merchants and the customs inspectors became strained. The Hongkong and 
• , I 
the Shanghai Chambers of Commerce both complained. To these merchants 
:~:_.~*' 
they reaintained an attitude ebat even smuggling-was an offence onl~ 
against the treaty but not against ~he Chinese Revenue laws. 
The second class of difficulties was concerned with the 
Chinese. First, the "foreign" customs house employees displaced a great 
number of the Chinese minor officers. 
Secondly, the provincial authorities were offended. ~ormerly 
the Superintendents of Customs were subordinate and under the direct 
authority of the governor of each province. The proceeds of the customs 
'7 
tariff were subject to local expenditure~ Under the foreign inspectorate 
the central government received the benefit. The foreign commissioner 
appointed by the Inspector-General did not agree with his Chinese colleague 
the Superintendent, who was responsible to the provinvial authority and 
therefore inclined to consider local needs. 
Furthermore the staffs were composed of citizens of various 
nations trading witt China. The ninteen 6ommiss1oners ( 7 British, 6 
American, 3 French, 3 German) were SU!)ported by four nationalties 
indirectly. The Inspector-General had limited author! ty over them. He 
had to exercise the author! ty under his corr.rnand tactfully and discretely. 
He had to be lpyal to the government which he served. Any necessary 
introduction which was st~pulated in the treaties had to be conducted 
• with o.aution. Harshness might overthrow the whole plan. Under the 
h~ughtinees and notorious concervativeness of the Chinese authority 
each step of innovation was a revolution~ 
Mr. N.H. Luy vtas forced to ·reaigp on account of his independen 
4lt position. Mr. R. Hart avoided this. The master he served was further 
bound by two treaty clausee,"extrB.-territ~riality" and "most-favored 
• 
·) nation." In case of violation of Chinese .law- -in Chinese terri tory as 
:\\.' 
smuggling t:he o~fender had to be treated tnli1> lightest possible way. 
. ' 
Goveraed by the rm.'oat4-:fo.v-ore.d nati.on" clc..use no privttlege could 'be 
ll 
granted to any one without regard to the o .... her treaty nu.tiona. 11lven 
prl vi leges gran~ei under any condi tdlon would be claime:l ry others rut 
refused. to te l:ouni. by the condi tiona. 1 France had always refuserl in 
principle to be cound 'ty con-litiona attacl:e~1 to concessions rr.ade to 
oti~er powers, ·Nhile cilairr.ing all advantages under the "most-favo:re.ol-
nn."'~ion" clause. 
Un:le r t1-e Treaty of Na.nktng the Bri tis'!:', consul l'rorniscd to 
sur·vort tl:e nhincoc in the protecti f?l: of tteir revenue; the policy 
wu.s not un,ler stipulation in "':l:o treaties wi +J: otr~~r powers, so that tr.f 
British smugglers were pen1:1lized while others di ·1 it wi tJ- hll!Uni ty. 
This placed t'he -~"orrer at &. dise.dvunta.ge and was soon arandone:l 
I'urir1c the tr'"....nsition period Pir P.ober't P'nrt ·lTt:iA the: or.ly 
ate r 1~ ine atcne cetween t>:e new and ancien~ regin:e. 4:r:no~ra t jon 'f'o1·ce J 
frorfo,,trJiie n.r:·ou:r;"'::,~l "'~o very Ji+.tle :-u"" t:·.e intcrL<-.: c!-hnt;e 1tkicl' 
.... ., ~ -· ~-.J..~\=~ ... .!.~-=-· 
• 
2. Tonnage dues and shipping. 
3.·Transit duties of one half' the regularttariff exempting 
;. 
foreign imports from further taxation on removal inland and native 
produce from inland marts intended for export to foreign countries. 
i 
· 4. Likin (special levey in addition to tariff)on foreign 
opium since 1A87. 
5. The compilation and publication of' statistics in both 
Chinese and English. This work was unknown to the Chinese. As late as 
1900 when the Likin taxation was transferred into the hands of the 
Inspector-General, the ~partment of Finance stated that the Department 
had no statistics to show how rr.uc~ revenue was realized in the 
previous years. The statistics under the Inspector- General started 
in 1860 and assumed their present form in 1866. 
In the matter of Administration the Inspector+General was 
invested with full authority. The appointment, transfer, and dismissal 
of commissioners at one of the porta had been repo~ted to higher author-
ity. The appointment, promotion, transfer, or discharge of all other 
foreign employees were entirely left to the discretion of the Inspector-
General while the appointment of the Chinese sta~f of each port was left 
with the commissione~ of such port. On account of the indirect influence 
of the foreign Legation representatives in respect to their own respective 
nation, the Inspector-General iuring his period of tenure of half a 
century (1862-1911) probably exercised a power whicr had never been 
I 
surpassed in the world by any servant of state. 
The Likin was a hinderance upon the native produce. Since 
the foreign imports were i~muned from the likin tax because they were 
• covered by documentary protection ''Vhich was valid for three 
years frorn tiree of entrance. So heaV,y was the Likin 
~ "flfv:J;uuk~~1tl~*'fa'~ 
• 
for , 
tux that the Chinese produce rr:ight be s~ipped to a -f'oreign port,example::. 
ITongJ:ong on ita way froni~ sout~ to north or .vice versa, payinr· one0 1nty. 
might still show a balance of pr~fit over pay:J.ng all local taxations 
') of a few hundred miles from the place of production to ttat of conF~ump,L 
ticn. 
The volume of re-export trade was so great ttat it caused -·tbe 
est"'-l'ih1rtn~httr~ of a syster.: of "Importers passes". Goods covererl by these 
passes e:t ther in the hands of 1h:por:te:ts or purctQser 3mieh• re re-exporte 
to any other po.rt free from :Purt'ber charger. If going to an "inltl.nd" 
I 
place the rr.erchc.nt ht::d. the option of paying I.ikin enJroute or paying 
hal :tr ::luty for transit 1ueo and of obtaining a"transi t pa:1s in'.7a.rtls." 
Ca. 
The circulation of Chinese produce is subject to likin tax 
n 
at every station. If intel\ded for export the produce will l·e free frorr. 
Lildn on payr.ent of h!1lf duty and obtaining "transit pass outwards" • 
Export duty rad to re pu.id on shipping either to forBign coun:ries or 
to c.<nother CI-:inese port. In the latter case a ''duty proof'! was isBued. 
0r. a >Ti val at the next port a half dnty waA pai•l uga:t n us "cohst trade 
:luty:' If the coc.st trade goods were rr.oved c,nyvl1-_ere inlr n1 fror· t'he 
second port, the co~st trade duty was re~unied. In case of re-stirping 
to h. thir:l Chinenc port :the goo:ls \7ere covered lya';ln":y pcdd certificatE 
and. vn u. riv-al at tr1e third port tbc cou.ot t radc dt1::r Vll:i.S :...gtdr: p:.5 d. It 
rr:ay furtl.er r;o to ~ :f'onrtl· or u. .Dif't:p r.r·ineae port iE t~ r: sune r~r.:.rr:cr. 
From t . .tny of trene ports t1'e e;oods nayo· go -+:.o "ir1lr rd '' plr-iC'en [,rd ~uc):~· 
are 
£OS:-1H n0t ent:it1ed to tra~3it pass privileee. ':',_e;r "~-r~l to pay I.iY.in 
The Cor:missioner t...ni his sta:Pf ha1 no control of the revenue 
. 
wl".icr: was under the authority of the Chinese superintendent, A Customs 
• banl{ is attached to each Customs House. If t:r:ere is. any complaint at out 
\ 
the n:alpractice · of the banker the consul concerned d.eals with the 
Chinese authority directly. 
7\ . .f. 
T>Y the. treaties 1 the foreign merchah'ta on foreign shi11s 
.. ' 
enjoyed the pri ~ilege of extra-terri tori ali +.y. In case of mr..ue;gling 
the Customs hail no authority whatever u.gainst tt~ rrercrants. The 
0 
customs might confiscate hi-a goods 'tut trere was no oth~r pen~lty. imposed 
the offending merchant~\. Against f .... n of·f'en·:Hng sbip there were three 
rerr.:edies, all strictly limi tr>d 1::y treat:-. 
( 1) For illigi tma.te trr-1ie the sf:ip r.-dp,l t be deprived of the 
privilige of further trading along the coa~~. 
(2) For taving on 'toa.rd goods !'alsely' rr.anifedted· ·she might be 
fined,after a joint investigation and :leeiBion ry the customs n.nd the 
consul concerned., r:" not over snn Taels. 
(3) That the custorrs rr.:igrt wi tr.draw +.le extrt\. treat~r concess--
Wa-3 
ioE."l· Tte laRt commercih.l treaty f'(;oncluled iE lP.G(') an:l under the 
sa:i ling ship cordi tions tb:; in1port Juties :--.cAd to 1:e clflarc l UI-· 'tefore 
~ 
tte clf1arance coui1d be grunt,e l. c,ince"dii no+, ugree 'ili~h tr:e rresen:. 
stE.~n ship conJitions t:--.e cus~ors grante;l th:: extru tr8u.::: rrivilee;c 
in ~:lowing the duties tole phid even several weeks after tl e n~ip 
1-.;;.i left. 
~te lack o~ ~1rt1er ~cn&lty is totally lue to t~c f~ct t~at 
e 
t}-ey 'flere under tl-:e protection 0.(' ~l~<.t.~,iEA :-ut :pur~~l:_,r 1ue to t~c ft..ct, 
• tb~t t1·ere was no cur:.pcton~. trilunc,l lef()J'P ·r;l-fc~· SUi~~ ca9os eouJ 1 1 e 
tried.~ · ., 
• 
Murine t'epartment. The co::..st line is divided in-+:,o ~4 
sections for the pur·pose of lighting t}-.e coast and the great rivers. 
Tne I.ights, Light vessels, Ioigr;t 'boats, Puoys, and Beacons n:a.inta:!ned 
by the I!:ari time cusoms in tte CJ; inese waters ·in 1911 ( the lu.st year 
of the Ching Dynasty) were as follows:-
:t'.~ghts 1·- ': 
tight vessels 
Light l::oats 
Buoys 
Beacons 
.. 135 
···r 
.:-'" 5 
40 
138 
119 
437 
Under tr.e encouragement of J..!r. Rotert JTa.rt the Cl:inese 
government wa,..g generously ~ arpropriatedthrce-tentrs of the tonnage 
dues for the ma:!n"::.a.inance o:P these uids of navigation which were left 
undone for centuries. 
The ~ducational Department. 
for~ Rd'l~cational J)Spart~ent of the Gustoms founded under the 
inspiration of Sir Robert Hart ~ seven-tenths of the gross tonnage 
) 
dues was set aside to educate the Chinese in Foreign languages and other 
branches of Western sciences. There were two colleges, one in Baking and 
the other one in Uanton • ,The former was merged in the Peking University 
which 
in 1902; ~·the latter" was _rather srr.a1ler ~-is still in exisjence. 
The Postal Departtl'lent. 
The nhinese had two forms of postal service, - the Goverment 
Service of Couriers has its record since Chow Dynasty. ( 1122 ~'24:9. · B.C.) 
ani private col'Il!r.ercial enterprise. ~he former was purely for government 
corrmunication between the seat of the government and the garrisons in the 
• remote parts of tee ~pire. It bears a striking resemblance to the postaJ 
~ .. 
•• only a.l.ong lucrative lines. ·' · · '., J . . ; ' ' . 
In 1861 the .. Customs orga.niz~d .;~ ~Qatai 
• ~ ' '. . .: ' '' :,._."ftt. :· .\. :' ••. :, ·~ •• ··:-..:·; ..• 
transmission ~f its· 'own mail matter. In :iB~hi_s service was opened to 
.:J: _(_,. 
. '. ~partment. t'or· 
.. ·_:. 
-.. ,. 
the public. 
. i 
In 1896 Sir Robert Bart was i.nt:rnsted by the Imperial decree ·, 
. an , 
with the creation ~:~:.1mperial Post. The Postal Department of the Customs was 
• 
en'larged and gave birth to tbe National Posto.f'f'ice. · 
An Imperial edict was issued on May 29th, 1910, that the 
Imperi~l Chinese Postoff'ice was to be· separated from the service o~ the · 
Imperial Maritime Customs and to be placed under the ministry of' 
Posts and communication (Yu Chuan pu) and the actual transfer was 
carried out in May 1911, a few months before the extermination of the 
Ching Dynasty. 
Outside of the regtil~· duty the Maritime Customs was intrustec 
, witr the extra burden.which gave speedy development to several institu-
tions. Th•se institutions though still far from being perfect would bave 
needed longer to reach tbeir present stage r..ad they not been grafted on 
the Maritime. Customs • 
• 
• 
Chapter 6. The Later Develop,ent. 
During Jibe f'irst·deca4e of' Mr. Hart's term of' of'f"ice, 
·the sixties, ho had shotm his ahili ty a11c1 tact in coping 
. . 
wi tl1 Lh c :ro rcit_;J.1., ~n(L Chinese 'Sides; of'· the dif'f'i~ul ties in 
administration and dovetailmng the ancient and new regime 
·during the transition period. The later obstac1es he en• 
countered ·~~e no less dif'f'icult. 
* 
·. 
Af'ter the treaty of' 1860 the C~inese government insti-
'l.l 
tuted a Board of' Foreign Af'f'airs (TS~NGLI YAMEN) with the 
most enlightened Manchu of' that time at the head (Prince 
Kung). The trading nations were represented by til eir re-
spective ambassadors. The formation of' the new Board marks 
the transition f'bom local settlement to central authority. 
The inf'ractions,between the f'oreign merchants on the one 
hand and the Chinese on the other,could no lomger be ~tied 
,._('/ 
as f'ol'IliW'ly by provincial authority, with the connivance of' 
the central government, but must be dealt with directlj by 
the representatives of' the governments .• 
The interpretation of' the treaty by the British merch-
ants was dif'f'erent from that of' both the Chinese and the Brit-
ish diplomats. 
l{a) As regards"!ransi t lmfards" the f'oreign merchants 
held that f'oreign goods having once paid transit dues cou•d 
not be made to pay any local charge whatever. The contention 
·:. H.B.'Morse, "The Trade and Administration of' the Chinese 
Empire"- p 360 • 
• 
• 
according the the interpretation or the Chinese authority 
was that when tbe certificate was granted on application, 
both the port of entry and the destination were distinctty 
·~ 
stated. This proved that the privilege· gevered no rurther 
than the arrivaL· at the destination. .Further the Chinese 
authority argued that the foreign merchants had the choice 
~ ,. 
of pa.ying the half tariff duty or of pa~g the likin tax 
enroute. Hence there were certiried goods and non-certified 
goods at any inland market. On arriyal at the destination 
the certiricate was cancelled. There •ould be no dirrer-
ence between the certified and the non-certiried goods. 
They would all be subject to the local tax. 
(b) As regards "Transit Outward" the certiricate was 
solely ror goods ror roreign shipment. But the roreign mer-
chants alleged that it was also ror resale in China. They 
even claimed that on goods ordinarily intended for foreign 
export, whether covered by certificate or not, no local tas 
should be levied. By this interpretation the native trader 
was placed at a disadvantage. 
2, The dispute next in order was the likin tax. *The 
Chinese taxation system was the lightest possible kind in 
qk, 
the civilized nations. ALikin tax may be strange to the 
foreign merchants, just as income and itileritance and a half 
dozen other taxes are unknown to the Chinese. The Chinese 
Government has~overeign right to resort to any means ex -
pedient to her system. Furthermore the treaty provisions 
~~ ·~-a.....~a.-.L~"f 
·. 
• 
had exempted foreign goods under transit passes. Since the 
likin tax was devised (solely) to lay the burden upon ·chinese 
merchants and traders the foreign ·merchants had no ground'· 
of complaint • 
~ 
3, E~erritoriality. By the treaties foreigners are 
·., 
'· not amenable to the Chinese law while resi4:lng in Chinese 
• 
territory. The dispute about this privil~ge was that the 
..:::-f· 
Chinese held the idea that the foreign merchants violating 
Chinese law were to be punished by their national consuls. 
The ~oreign merchants interpreted it that though they lived 
in Chinese territory they might disregard and violate Chi-
nese law with impunity. "A" For example ~- in the treaty of 
the Chinese Government opened the waterways to 
steam navigation. The Chinese negotiator assumed that the 
to 
foreign merchants had to submitAthe junk regulations or new 
regulations to be drPtl up later. The foreign merchanttmain-
tained an entirely different attitude. They assumed that" 
this meant the extension or exterritoriality to the- inland, 
and further that they were not amenable to any regulation. 
It resulted in absolute failure. In reality exterritoriality 
means that China granted the privilege to the consuls to ex-
ercise the judicial function over their respective subjects 
or citizens within Chinese territory. On account of the s:fJrict 
interpeetation by foreigners of this privilege the Chinese 
Government was dismayed at freely opening her trade to for-
eign merchants • 
• 
• 
~. Most-favored- Nation. The a1m of the author of this phrase 
was to place his natio~ on an equal footing with other nations, 
his natural competitors. The Chinese representatives agreed to it 
on the same ground - all nations have to be treated alike. But the 
later interpretation is divergent from the original principle. When 
Ohina conceded a certain privilege to a c_ertain country on cee-ta.in 
•'\~'t: . 
conditions a third nation steped in to participate in the privileges 
granted but refused to observe the condi~ions accepted by the first 
power ~o which it was originally granted. 
After the treaty stipulations ~~ on trial for fifteen 
years (1880-1875) the defects of the provisions revealed themselves. 
The defects may be put in a nut shell as follows;- A distinction was 
made between persons and not between goods. The treaties provided 
one kind of regulation for foreign traders while the Chinese law 
provided another kind of treatment for the Chinese. Sometimes it 
was advantageous for a ghinese to be treated as a foreigner and other 
times it was advantageous for a foreign mercbant to be treated as a 
Chinese. In the long run there originated a aeries of angry feelings 
an·i Jealousy on both aides. Neither party was contented. 
The complaints may be sttr'med up as follows;- on bojrb sides 
the complain+-s resulted in strictly limited customs tariff of nominall 
5~b ad valorem on one party and the Likin on the other party.· 
Since the treaties confined her revenue to 5~:, rJ:...had to 
resort to some means to meet her ever increasing expenditure by in-
-~~ 
crcasinL~internal duty. The foreign merchants complained that the 
i nlanrl duty impeded import or export business, and also o1'fset the 
lO~ ~ustoms tari¥f. 
• 
The foreign me.rchants complain~d that the trans! t certificates 
were not d11ly respected en route1~ the local taxes after the goods 
reached t'heir (lestination were ~ on transit paid imports 
~ ' 
and further the various charges collected from ·pne~ipreducere on 
A 
exports were eo great as to neutralize the transit privilege. 
The Chinese complained (1) That :the foreigners abused their 
\~ ·-~ t~ansit privil~ge by selling transit certificates to Chinese traders 
in both exports and imports and hence placed the honest 6hinese 
merchants at a disadvantage in competfng with their fellow traders. 
(2) The foreign merchants defied the officials at the inland barrier 
and refused to submit to examinations. (3) They conveyed opium for 
Chinese merchants to evade the likin tax. 
The contemporaneous existence of two systems of tariff, 
foreign and native resulted in discontent on coth sides. 
In Article XXVIII of the Treaty of Tientsin there is a 
phrase, 11 All inland charges whatsoever. 11 The merchants interpreted 
it in one way which does not agree with either the Chinese or~ 
British govermr:ent. The original meaning of this article was ttat 
while the goods remaine:1 ·in the hands of the foreign r.;ercl'a.nt they 
were subject only to custom tari~f. When once the goods had passed 
out of his hand.s tYcy were liahle to "tear any tariff similar to otber 
Chinese goods. 
The mercht•nta interpreted the treaties in tl::.e most, lireral 
tenns to benefit tbeir cor.~rrerce while the Chinese local officials 
transl~ted t1~e stipula":'.i ons in tr:e most restricted term in order 
to protect t11ei r local revenue to meet their increasing expenditure. 
• Between these two extrerrerrs t1:ere:: dtood the 'British wr.rassador 
and Prince Kung~the head of the liberal party of the Chinese 
Government. 
Un~tisfa.ctory u.s the pro.v,isi.ons of the treaties wwre any 
• revision proposed had to becoae1.l.er1 the fo.r~ign merchants and Chinese 
officials and to meet the appo~ of the three ·parties, namely, 
,, 
. . . . ~
• 
the· conservative semi-federal nature of ~he· ·Chinese government, 
:.\..-· 
the pra.ctica.l, ~eed of the customs admi~ist~tion, and lastly the 
different treaty powers. If any revision met any opposition from 
any of the three parties no matter how beneficial it woul~ be the ~ 
proposal was doomed to be a failure. 
Fifteen years after the conclusion of the freaty of Tien,sin 
the complaints from both t~e~ehinese officials and the foreign merchant 
were so intense that toth partil!sBfelt the· pressing need of the 
revision of commercial ~gulations prescribed by the treaties. In 
order to secure the full view of the complaints we have to consider 
each complaint from each parties view point. ~he complaints may be 
surrmed up as follows:-
The complaints on roth sides were centered on the two 
existing taxatien systems,- the Likin tax.and the transit dues. 
The foreign complRints may·be divided into two classes:-
(1) Port complaints. 
(2) Inland complaints. 
(a) The foreign merchants bel~ that on tte payment 
of import duty the goods ought to have free circulation at the port. 
~hP- transit dues were only leviable when the goods were pa~sing the 
first barrier on their way inland. The likin tax was levied at the 
• 
ports and hence checked the progress of trade. ~o this the Chinese 
answered the limit of a .. treaty port was no where defined and the 
Chinese government had an inherent right to charge any duty available • 
(b) The foreign merchant further complained that their 
'::; export trade was also hampered ty inland taxes. Furthermore in 
• 
default of proof on these inland taxes t~l}Sit dues were charged on 
~ .... ,...,_ 
... ;, 
exports. The total shipment was procured from a great number of middle 
men on a number of occasions. It was not only impracticable but also 
impossible to prove that the inland taxes were pain. 
2. Inland complaints. 
(a) The transit certificates were not respected. 
(b) After the arrival at the destination the import goods 
were again sutject to various local taxes. 
(c) These various taxes were so heavy tl:at tre foreign 
irr.ports were checked. 
(d) The v-arious taxes collected fron1 the nu.tive producers 
ha..rr,pered foreign exports. 
In reply the': Chinese urged that sorre foreign r:erc'~- f'ntP E1old 
tte tru.nsit certificates to cover goode wtict were no-4:, en":itled to 
s;.;c:~-: privileges. ~ll'i trin the ~iret :'ifter1n years of the exis:ence of 
tf:e tra.nsi t systerr. tens of tr1oueands of certi ~ica ~es rad teen issued 
' an~ lin not more thun twen:.y co.oea di:l tr·e;.r fail to re resrecteli. "'hese 
certificates were not honorel eitJ-.er because the goods were no-4:, 
8C'c i tled to suet privileges or were accomptmie:l ~enti tletl goo:1f. 
" Tre Crinese furt1Je:t-- urged tJ-:at after ti:e privilege covered 
goods reacted the lestination the certificate 1::eing cancelled tre 
gov<ls 'tore no :iisti net ion tetween tranai t due uovered and non transit 
·~ ··TLvri.~1~· f~o~ 
~~-~-~~~~~~~·{t· 
due covered ones and therefore tte goods had to te treated alike . 
. ~~ the last twa compl&ints t~e Chinese answered that the 
Chinese gavernrr.ent like otters nee:ied revenue to :rr-ainta.1n order, 
~ especially after the long period of rebellion. 
~ 
The Chinese complained that the :Poreign rnercbants acted as 
consignees and conveyed opium for Chinese merchants to evade local 
ch~rges and likin tax. 
(a) The foreign merc:bants sold tbe transit certificates to 
the native merchants to tra.n~pot-t their goods inward or ou~~mr(l to 
prevent the collection of likin tax. 
(b) Some foreign n:ercr:un~s transfered the native 1)roduce 
under "transit outward" certificates 'but never expo.rted tr.em. 
(c) Some ~oreign rnercran~s carried on legal trade to 
convey the native produce un(ler "tranai t outward" certificate a whic:h 
at t'he aarr.e tin:e covered produce whic'h was not intended to go 
a'broad. 
These illicit practices placed the honest m1.t1ve rr•erchanta 
on a disadvantae;eoua footing and gave an advan":.ap;e to the fraudulen":.. 
Tr'e revenue su-4"fered greatly. 
In 1875 the f1hineae s.ut·hori ties asked the Inspector General 
to draw up a proposal for the tetter regulation of commercial relu.tiot!<' 
't·etween China and the Treat~,r powers. '!'he Inspector General in :lnswer 
to tl'.:.is request presented three seta of con.,.ercial proposals. These 
proposals were intended to distinguish between things but not 'tetween 
persons. The internatic.nul cor:.merce between China and tr.e trading 
powers consisted. of very few cor.;modities. Ttc staple goods in:ported 
were not more than ~our kinds, n~ely, cottons, woollems, ~~tale 
and sugar. The export staple products were also not more than four 
• 
note for the value of the produce. If the .produce is finally exported 
the promis&~J note shall be cancelled. In case of not being shipped 
abroad within a certain limit of time the· promiaory note shall be 
presented for payment. 
{c) The re-export shall not be entitled to a draw-back 
after three years from arrival. 
.,,·:w 
(d) Revision of the tariff and the tariif rules once 
every five years is necessary for each set. The revi~ed· tariff 
and rules shall te in operation the following year. 
o:t the three sets of proposals the first is very beneficial 
to both foreigner and native; the second~ is proposed by following 
the most liberal interpretation of the Treaties; and the third 
set the less liberal interpretation of the Treaties. T:r..e aim is 
to change ~be distinction in persons to the distinction in goods. 
Both foreign and native merchants are placed on equal footing. The 
foreign merchant can no longer say that the Chinese officials interfere 
witt their tre~ty rights and the Chinese can no longer complain that 
the foreign rrerchnats have abused the treaty privileges. The revenue 
of the central government is insured by the import and export duties 
and tbe transit dues of the eight kinds of staple goods. The local 
the 
revenue for provincial exchquer is guaranteed;l::y the circulation 
of non staple goods. 
In Mr. lia.rt' s supplementary d4AIJatch dated February 28th, 1876, 
shortly after the first one, he assured the Chinese government by 
tbe statistics of 1874 that tbe public rever.ue would not suffer. The 
I 
numbers he quoted were as follows;-
I • 
• 
Paid Import puty (18'74) Paid Export Duty (1874) 
Cottons Tls. 720,000 Tea Tls. 5,000,000 
Woollens " l!O;QOO Silk " 870,000 Metals " 140,000 Sugar " 90,000 Sugar " ·A80,000 Cotton . " 40,000 Other Imports. " Othet" Imports. " 880,000 
)~~ 
Sir Robert Hart based his proposal upon these figures and 
assured the Chinese authorities that the total income of duties 
and transit aues on the eight kinds of e3port and import staple 
goods would be paid simultaneously to the ltta.ritime Customs. le~rding t 
the customs tariff report,of 1874 the regular tariff plus transit 
fciuea·4he~'::a.mount o-f .,r.e-turn for the following year(l8o7), if the 
proposaL: was accepted, would be as follows:-
Import Duty Plus INland Dues. Export Duty Plus Inland Dues. 
Cottons Tls. 1,080,000 Tea Tle. 7,500,000 
Woollens " 240,000 Silk " 1,305,000 
Yetals " 210,000 Sugar " 135,000 
~ugar " go.ooo Ootton " 60 1 000 1,820,000 9,000,000 
During the same year (1874) the duties collected by the 
Maritime Customs were as follows:-
Opium, Import Duty 
Native Produce, Coast Trade Duty. 
Transit due, Inwards and Outwards 
Tonnage dues 
Tls. 
" 
" 
" 
2,100,000 
570,000 
230,300 
200,000 
3,000,300 
The total collection of the Treaty Port Customs for the 
year 1874 amounted to 11,500,000 Taels. 
According to the first set of proposals the import and 
export duties and the inland dues reckoned-on the basis of the 
traffic of 18?4 amounted to 10,600,000 taels. The import duty 
• on opium at 120 taels perr>picul on 70,000 piculs (the amount of 
. ·. '\ 
• 
·, 
opium imported in 1874) would realize a result of 8,400,000 taels • 
The sum total' would amount to 19,000,000 t.aels. 
The proposals of the Inspector Ge~al were too advanced 
for the Chinese officials to accept. None of the leading authorities 
were adventurous enough to advocate them. Emperor Tung Chih after 
having reigned for thirteen years died in 1875 in minority. His 
~ousin Kwang Hsii five years of age succeeded him in 1875. The 
Empress Dowager was again the regent. The regent was surrounded 
by u group of conservatives. No revolutionary reform could ~e 
expected from her. 
In February,l875, Mr. Margary sent by the Indian gove~ent 
and travelling with a special passport secured from the Chinese 
Government was murdered with the connivance of the Chinese officialf-
in the Province of Yunuan. This incident led to the Chifoo agree-
ment in September,l876. 
The third section of this agreement bears great interest 
on trade.(a) The British were to admit the Likin tax at the ports. 
(b) The transit system was to be unified, the privilege being 
attached to the goods instead of persons.(c) The high rate of 
import duty on Indian opium. (d) Four new ports were to be opened -
!chang, Wuhu, Wenchow, and Pak~i to foreign trade and six ports 
of call on the Yangtze for the landing·of foreign goods. 
The ports were to be opened within six months but the 
•• 
,,:.·:·\ 
• 
stipulations as to likin and opium were to take effect only when 
the British ~overnment bad come to an &greeme:btww1\htth~ Treaty 
Powers. The other Treaty Powers were strongly against the etlpulated 
likin area and the Revenue of the Indian g~vernment was threatened 
on account of the high import duty on op~. The agreement was the~efo 
·:::~~ 
abandoned. 
In 1883 negotiations were reopened with Yargpee Tseng, 
the Chinese ambassador, in London. It was tthen· -agreed that:-
1. There shall be a uniform rate on opium at all ports, 
freeing it from all other dues in transit. The opium trade in the 
shall 
interior11 be ~ restricted to the r,hinese subJects. shal~~~~ ~ 
2. The Likin on opiumA l!re.:-1 fixe~,-- a:_ 80 taels per picul 
shall,, ... , 
t-. ....,_ --- •.. ( 25% ad valorem) the import tariff4 be '3 40 taels in addition. 
The ~reaty between France and China signed at Tientsin in 
1885 had a great effect on trade between China and other powers • 
. 
In this Treaty China granted France a specia~ privilege on land 
route trade between French territory.Indo-~~ina,and China. Goode 
' 
passing betweep Tonking,French territory and the Chinese ~rovincee 
Yunnan and K~angsi were to have a reduced tariff lees than the 
regular tariff at other open ports. The sea ports were open to all 
but the inland Treaty Port was available only to one power. 
The British Government claimed the same kind of differential 
- I . ' . ~· 
rates on her frontier; ~c r tne a! 1q~a the most-favored-vi.ause 
The Chinese duties at the Indo CJ•ina frontier were three-tenths 
less than the regular tariff on imports and four-tenths less 
than the regular tariff on exports and these were adopted cy the 
• 
' I 
• 
British. 
In 1897 in order to counterbalance the French privilege 
in South-Western frontier of China, West River was opene~ to seaborne 
trade and Winchon was declared a treaty port. This action diverted 
the trade to watertransport instead of French railroads. 
- . 
~ ... t· . . 
In 1898 the Chinese Foreign Office~assured the British 
Minister that the Inspector General of the Maritime Customs should 
be a British subject so long as the British commerce is more than 
one half of all nations put together. 
In 1899 the Chinese realized that the tariff had to ~e 
revi .::ted. ' special commission of three was appointed by the throne 
(Hans ~heng Hsuen Hai, Nieh Chih Kuei and Sir Robert Hart.) 
The specific tariff of 5% based on the prices of commodities 
of. 1860 had fallen far below 5% on account of the fall in the value 
of silver. It was almost free trade. The question was would it 
be brought to the level of five percent or would it be possible to 
tring it up to 10%. For the imports they proposed 10% plus a 5% 
taa.nsi t due, payable simul taneoualy, coupled with the total 
abolition of all other taxes. The Chinese governi!:ent "'las to make 
adequate arr~ngements between the local and central government 
as to the proceeds thus realized. For the exports it was to retain 
the 5% tariff tut to a'tolish the right to 'tring native produce 
unier taanait passes. For eventual export to~foreign country the 
transit dues over and above a half tari~f rate paid at different 
barriers will be re~unded. 
These proposals were upset 1:-y the Boxer rrprising of 1900 
an·i were never carried into e.l'fect but they distinctly sho.w the 
• 
' .. 
•. j 
• 
decentralized form of government • The provincial revenue was taken 
into deep consideration 
Since Nov. 1961 the regular customs stations within fifteen 
miles of a Treaty Port ha~ been placed under the control of the 
good . 
Maritime Eluatoma with ,.reaultsfrom increa~ed ·efficiency and more 
exact reports,. ·'lhe collection from ~t~eae stations alone 
$'!'> 
increased from Tla. 2,208,489 in 1902, the first year, to Tla. 
3,699,024 in 1908, four years later. 
I By the Treaty of Mackay (1902) coth the export and import 
tariff were reveised into specific duttes on the basis of 5% ad 
the 
valorem according to the market prices of three p•ara previous 
to the Boxer ·· War ( 19 00) • 
It was stipulated in this !reaty that the Chine~e government 
should undertake to discard comp~etely the system of levying likin 
and other local dues. The British Government, in retdrn, consented 
to allow a surtax in excess of the tariff rate on botr imports 
an::l exports on coast·Rise trade. The surtax on import shall in no 
case exceed the equivalent of one and ahlaf times the import duty 
(speci:t'ic duty baaed on 5% advalorem). The tota.l amount on all 
exports axcept silk shall not exceed 7 1/2% ad valorem. The export 
tariff on silk shall not exceed 5' ad valorem. In order to compensate 
the laws of local revenue a consupmtion tax is allowed on native 
produce for native consumption. It was further stipulated ttat native 
good~brought ry junks or steamboats to Treaty Porte 1ntende1 for 
local consumption - irrespective of nationality of the owner of 
the goods- - shall pay a consumption ~a.X to .. t:r..e Native ·Customs House 
unifonn rates fixed E<.t •nill by the Chinese Governt"lent according 
1 ~C?J.~ "J~~£.~{L~cg~JJ~~f32o/t 
• 
·.1 
kinds, narr:ely, tea, silk, sugar and cotton. The three sets of 
proposals advanced 'by the Inspector General were as follows;-
1. (a) The !rea.ty ~owers shall consent that the ~our kinde 
of staple import goods shall pay simultaneously on arrival import 
duty t:Lnd transit dues to tr.e frlaritime·Customs and the Chinese shall 
prorrise t.bat the said goods shall be :t'reeo::;.!rom every kind of local 
;:_>!'~ .. 
or special tax without regard to t~e owners. 
(b) China shall consent that the four kinds of export 
staplf; goods shall pay no local or special tax without regard to 
t1"1e owners. The Treaty Powers sr.all consent that the said goods shall 
pay export duty and transit fue to t!:e Maritime Customs at the last 
port leaving -P>or abroad. 
(c) China anJ. tte Treaty Powers shall agree tl1at all 
otter irr:ports shall re free :from imi)Ort du":-y and transit due to tte 
Mari tirr:e Customs on a,~rival at "'reaty ports cut shall ce subject to 
all local and special tax without regard to the owners. 
(d) China and tl:e Treaty Powers s'hall agree that all 
otber export produce wi ttout regard to tte ovmers sball pay all local 
or sveci~l tax ~nd shall ce free from the export duty and transit 
due to the Maritime Customs a;t the last port leaving for atrou_d. 
(e) China and the '.!'reaty Powers sr~all agree tnat opiurr 
shall .PC:iY on urri val at the ~reat~r Port a heavy import duty of 
120 ~aels and shall te free frol!l otl1er cr:FA.rr;es, say ten miles froni 
t1·~e Ouston.s House, and outside of the lirr.i t it shall te subject to 
u.ll local or special tax. 
2. (a) Port boundaries shall re rrarked ry a special 
COI!'IT.iA~i on. A:l the imports after paying tr·e import duty shu.ll 'te 
• 
I 
free from e..ll charges within the port limit. A local or special tax 
is payacle only when crossing tbe roundary line. 
(c) The Chinese me~ as well as the foreign may re 
allowed to secure transit papers for i~ports. The goods covered by 
these certificates shall l::e free frorr all.. taxation tin route or at 
tbe destination. On the arrival at the -~ .. atination the certificate 
is to be cancelled and whetl:er the goode are in the hands of native 
or foreigner they are subject to .all local taxes alike. Furtt,er 
foreign imports whether with or without transit papers ~ay be dispose 
of arn route. ~ ,. ' J. 
(c) Both foreign and native may secure transit papers 
to convey native produce from the interior to Treaty Ports for 
shipping arroad;exempting them from all local taxes. If a foreigner 
conve;'/ native produce wi trout a transit certificate he has to 
pay local taxes as the native 1oes. ~"hen the native produce is 
'trougr:. down under tra.nsi t certificf:1tes 1 t n·ust enter the Mari t:Ime 
Custorr!S as "in transit". wten it is shipped a'troad an export -iu-:,y 
bas to l:.e charged. If ship~ed to r-~,no-t:.her p.,rt ot if it remc.ins at~ 
port beyond the il:imi ted tin:e 1 t shall pay :lout-le export du":.y. 
~. (a) It shall te autror1tat1vel7r stated tJ:at toth ~ 
foreigner and native may 'l:ring 1rr:ports from port to ·place under 
transit certificates. After tbe goods have reag~ed the destination 
t:he certificate is cancellei ani the goods whether owned ty foreigner 
or ry native are subject to local taxes. Foreign imports travelling 
under certificate are entitle:l to be disposed of en route. 
('b) When t:te r,ative produce travels under trar:sit papers 
tt.e n:ercl:,un: concerned has to deposit with the Customs a promissory 
to the nature of the goods,- whether the articles are necessaries 
• 
of life or luxuries. 
I 
The rates of Customs Tariff on land frontiers are to be in 
·j unified form as those on the seacoast. Thi!3. aimed to do away with 
the French stipulation which secured reduced rates on her frontier • 
. -~ "~-
By this same Treaty the decentralizing tendency of the 
Chinese §overnment was checked to a certain extent. In that the 
provincial authorities had reduced the combined amount of tariff 
and likin in order to encourage junk trade and divert the Imperial 
revenue to the Provincial exchequer. ~he~rticle III it was stipulated 
that the tariff on junk trade should be not less -than that on steam 
trade between Hongkong and the ports of Kwangtung Province. 
After the opening of the West River (Kwa.ngtung) in 1873 
the trade between Hongkong and Canton was largely carried l:y 
steamers in the first nine months but in the last three months 
of the same year on account o~ tre low rates of tariff of the native 
I 
customs the trade was diverted to junks. After a quarter of a 
century in 1895 the steamer trade dropped from 90f. to 10% of the 
whole. Tl:.e only trade that the steamers I!:aintained was :t.he; 
cttrrying o'ff· ·· the '' ' passengers anit. the conveyance of raw silk 
and otber costly and periahable goods on account of their swiftness. 
In 1906 a further development took place, By an Imperial 
decree of Hay oth tbe Maritime Customs which bad been under the 
Foreign Office was placed under the direct control of a new l:oard 
created for this purpose - the Shui'llUchu or Pevenue ,ouncil. 
~ -avr-~~~~~~ r-:;.~1 
• 
• 
In the same year the Russians were attempting to substitute 
the ¥nglish Inspector General with a Russian one but by the reques~ 
oi' t,iH:~ British Ambassador, Sir Claude llcDonald, the Chinese authority 
promised that since the British trade predominates i!"' r.hina. the 
head of the Maritime Customs should be a British subject. 
In the course of time, since the. birth of the Maritime 
·.r~"" 
,., f7'_ 
Customs the number of Customs Houses increased from four offices 6f 
Maritime Customs in 1860 to seven in 18Sl; eleven in 1862, twelve 
in 1863, fourteen in 1864, !wenty-one in 188?, thirty-;hree in 1900 
and forty-seven in 1910. The amount of revenue increased corresponding1 
The following table will show.the amount of revenue increase during 
the fifty years of the existence of the Maritime Customs. 
Customs Revenue. 
Year Number of Import Export Duties. Coast Trade 
Oilen Porta. Duties. Duties. 
" 
1860 4 913,488 1,458,865 62,40? # 
18?0 14 3,569,250 5,160,938 44?,343 
1880 19 4,617,773 8,268,682 786,196 
1890 23 6,528,914 7,521,288 945,817 
1900 33 7,249,443 8,624,774 1,638,427 
1910 .47 14,087,232 13,128,635 2,123,798 
Year Tonnage Transit Opium Total 
Dues Dues Likin 
1860 97,003 2, 531,763 
1870 207,815 158,631 9,543,977 
1R80 249,591 338,341 14,258,583 
1890 329,893 541,243 6,129,071 21,996,228 
1900 724,860 675,059 3,961,423 2?,873,986 
1910 1,329,024. 2,063,187 2,839,023 35,571,879 
# In 1880 there was no coast trade. Tt-1 a figure stands for the 
trade carried by the Cb inese junks registered under Maritime 
Customs. 
• 
I' 
,- \ 
Since the developmrnt of the Maritime eustoms the revenue 
from this source gradually increased and played an impQttant part 
toward the supporting of the government. r~:: iEn·~ 1890 the Revenue from 
this souree amounted to 22,000,000 taels in round numbers, one 
quarter of the total expenditure which was 88,000,000 taele. In the 
• last few years of the Ching Dynasty the tot·al expend! ture increased 
to 101,000,000 taels annually while the revenue of the Maritime 
Customs rose to 55,000,000 taels or more than one third of the total 
expend! ture. 
Every movement towaid the reform of the Customs policy, 
however, was closely watched by the trading powers with tegard to 
their own interest. It was while the Maritime Gustoms were in this 
state that the Revolutioni.sts arose and overthrew the Ching Dynasty. 
• 
~;/\. 
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The future problem of· the·· ~hifiese Re'public' as far as':the:. 
' • > -~~;\'".:'{t.·.''· .• ,,,,,... ........... ,
. , . r ·' :. :. .·· ·l ' . . , .::_..··· .. ':<··. 
of the Oust oms tariff is ·concerned has·:·;a<: t1t'o-f'old difficulty. . ;: ~(: . 
.. ..· ~··.: .. :~-{.; :· "~~-. .,.. • _ ', .. . .· .' ~ .... _:·:~-~:'-/~:<~; .. _ .. ~·····~···"···"· 
1. The main· diff1cul ty. lies' iti'· tl;le Jnature ot the· Chinese 
..... · :·~~ . ·. ·.::: :· .;·:( 
To· the occidental people since the ~f;l.th :is a ·down trodde.n one it should.\· 
·. ' (;.~ . .'' . . ,.; 
be discarded but to the Qhinese ·the theo:ry·· ·and the practice are differ.:t. ·, 
ent • .ilnnova.tion means uncertainty and' d~{~iment •. since this experi~ent 
w~s· practiced by our forefathers withobt'conflict .. a.nd· since it has been 
carried out harmoniously &n the past we do not want to venture on a"new 
... . 
way. A ·6hinese never cherished the ambition to esta'blish a new enter-
.. .-
\ ! 
prise. He is a pessimist. The golden age is in the past._ Be does not 
l i : 
expect to surpasn his forefathers. He ~~ants to 13~ "~ worthy ·o:r the, blood 
o:f his forefathers that is in his veins.· To restore the golden age of 
the great forefathers is the ~bition he possesses, -1:f he possesses 
any at all. Innovation is always suspected. 
Furthermore the privileges the 8hinese conceded to the 
trading powers,gratuitously or exacted, were granted with no knowledge 
o:f their being harmful. These privileges, nevertheless, turned out to 
be formidable weapons in the hands of the Powers againsftbe Chinese. 
Exteurttor1S.lity and llost -favored-nation clti.uses are ~ examples. 
The former was granted with great reluctanc~. The latter was gran~ed 
grat1l1:t6usly•·, Both grants impeded the development of the Chinese trade 
and confounded the Chinese diplomats for more than half a centur.y. The 
one granted gratuitously proved to be more detrimental than the other. 
It To the officials any new demand of the trading nations seemed to have 
\ 
• 
-, As ·long as the Treaty 
exterritorie.lity,and the most-favore~-JrrQlj] 
r. 
":!t.~ '?·_, >;~._; 1·-~ _~;>. ·~- --~ . ;:·: .. ~ \·. . ·. ~ ·-~~~: . 
. The former ·would never· &bandon. · .of:.exterri:to·rd·&lt1·• 
• . .. . ' .• • ' ·t .· .• ~ . · , ~ ~:. · ,.,.~~- :-~J-~~,_-;.~?.>\~~~r~~--~ _ .i·:·-- ~:.-. _·_:)>:~ ... / ~~:~<--~:-.} 
unless the Chinese gove~nt should re~o~~~:tle,_:-1&;1(~~-ode, and ado:P:t' ·~ ·.·, 
• • > ' '';, " '~1· ~ :~~•"' ~ ~ : ...-:. . ~ ~~.:. "' "' ' 
the general system of trial qy' jury. ' . 't~:.;t_; · ... t', :_ ~ ' ·. . ''!. •• 
· . .__. ·.: · . --- ';_' . . ·,.>;..;:~~1.-;;;~~ .. ·1,~-~:.\~ ft: ' .. L • !~ _,"c,· : >>. ~·. 
In order to restore the :ru1,r soverei,~n.ti .ot the Chinese ·. 
. . . . ' . . . . . . '• ')::~~;::· . '~' . . . . 
government a special tribunal -iril'U3't.:J 1be establ.lehed: at every commercial 
port to settle the disputes of &m\lggling and ·:r·a.i~e m!mifestatfon and 
hence withdraw the authority of the consuls.oter smuggling! 
~,. 
In the twelfth 1\ of the Treaty ·r:l)r ·ltack~ of 1902 the British 
government agrees to give assistance to the Chinese judicial reform 
which China was desiring to accomplish. Great Britian further promised 
that as soon as the Chinese should accomplish this· reform the British · 
.I government would be ready to relinguisb the exterritoriality rights. 
The most-favored-nation clause bound the Chinese government 
hand and foot. She could not carry out the tariff refonas at her own 
If 
will. ~or example, the French government is interested in silk. The 
tariff on silk was determined as early as 1842, The treaty of Nanking 
a specific duty pased:on 5% ad valorem. Since then the price has greatly 
s 
increased and the duty has fallen below 3%. 
In I tf 0 J Germany and Russia advocated that China should be 
&llowed to raid~ the tariff in order to secure a greater income to 
liquidate her foreign indebtedness. The commerce of the United Kingdom 
amounts to more than 50% of all other nations put together and hence 
she strongly objected to the proposal • 
~~ ··rl<:J~~ ~1PK..~~·~t~~!) 
j_~ .. :r~ ~£~1~o-J.£cr~rr~~ r,~J.' 
-4 9._ __ ': k- "n_ __ pA_ cQ...;.._._ ~~ ~·" l 2-f~ 
4 ;:!;. ·oJf2: b ,£. ~ J ~·: f.~~. r 
s ~ "Or+-~~'~~~~ :trs-
• 
• 
.::·~~~~1?)~.~~ 
. ; ; ':. . . . . \ . : ' : ·, ': ·•. · ..·. ' ... •, ... ,·~:-~ .. ;'( ~~1#' 
'Followilig ... :t.he centuries·old tradition :'bbth .exports ~arid'(::<<~;:s;k: 
. . ' ' .· , ' • .' ·•:. ' • I ··, 7 
imports are equally,_tFJ?Ced. :ey the 'freaty of lre.nki~g,. 1842,, ;the ~xp_~t?~ 
' ' ...... --·..;· . ) . '/ ' ' ' .~. •' ',' :·:)~~~:{ .... t~~, 
tariff ·on tea was ~_lO% ad valorelr! while on othet .. ~x:po·r~s 'as well;~fl:~,~~'~·:·•·> 
~ '.·~ ,··· .. "'·,;~~~.;·;~li·"::· .. 
imports the tax· w~s oply 51~. Besides the regular _custom tarif~ · tliS~e~ 
. ' . '• ' ,,._ .... '. \.-~·;~; 
are several different kinds o"!. local ta.xes,., .. which ma$e China's exp9rt<:;, 
·' \ :. ,' ,: . ' . ' . . .\ -\ . _,: ... ::,(:.1 
duty the heavist among the commercial na.tit;Rps. The provisions ,of the~;<·:. 
. . ' . \- . . ; 
Treaty of Mackay ~tipulated that a sur~ax of one and a hal.f' times th~\~~~· 
tariff in addi tio'n to the 5~ import tariff' was allowed provided that ·· 
the Chinese government should completely abolish the likin a~d other '; 
internal taxes. Since the Chinese government did not fulfil her part 
of the stipulation she did not press her right to levy a surtax. 
Consequently the specified· duty baaed on 5% ad valorem insti t.uted by 
the Treaty o!" Nanking 1842 was revised in 1858 by. the Treaty of Tientsi 
on the fall of prices and again in lQOl for the same purpose. The ratee 
of tariff outlived the Ching Dynasty which terminated in 1911. 
Fv.rthermore the rates on imports are tt.e same,- a specific 
tariff based on 5% ad valorem. The rates should be different on account 
of three reasons. 
1. From a moral and industrial efficiency standpoint, the 
demorh.lizing imports should be tot5.lly prohibited or should raise a 
ldg1- rate of tariff .• The imports o"! this kind are liquor and tobacco. 
Opiurr. bas already 'teen entered. on the prohi'bitjon list since 1?07 
and further since 1910. 
2. Fro~ an economic standpoint, the Crinose government 
hee-ls revenue to liquidate the foreign de:tt incurred in t.te recen"':. 
w~ral &.nd EoxerA' Uprising . 
3. The luxuriea sJ-: oul i 're tax:e: beavily, because t'hcy can 
bear the tt.....-..c. 
• 
.._ ... •. 
... ·· .. 
' .):., :·. 
·.·\. 
.; ··:.~. 
The woollen industry ~eber existed· i~ ·.~i~a~ ~·Thi:s industry-. · :· 
.. :- ·' 
probably would take decad~s ·.i,f .'not, generations to'. d~v~l.pp~_t;1:."he. ra~es •. ~ 
' :. ,· . . ·. . ' ' . ·l:. ... ,· .· ... ~·.·: .... •. :/·~~-~·;· .. : ~\.··:: -::·· ~.f·~ .· \'; ..... ·:.' ··;<tl . 
on woollen may remain as they a~e~ ·The cotton indu~~ty :.~as··originated 
. ' . . I . . ·.:;) " ... , ... :· . · .. • .. , . : 
'in China and the mass is educated to it •. Sinc·e the modern-'1nventions 
. ' 
1 I ',: ·' ,:~. \_,I , , 
the home market has be'en flooded with f.oreign'goods and· raw cotton has . 
become export staple goods .. Cbina should speci'i"B.li~e on ;~o·tto:n industry. 
:" '.' ·' Large machine factories have been recently introduced 'into· 'Ohina. In 
order to protect these industries in their infancy a high tariff' rate 
~t 
is necessary in order to check the competition of Foreign imports. 
On the contra~J, the provisions of the !reaty of Mackay 
requests tbe Chinese government to levy an excise"duty on votton goods 
of the Chinese factories. The excise .waa to 'te twice aA high as the 
import tariff. ......... · ·• ...... t 
Although free trade wb'oilld~·ce~."the; ult.d'Ulate aim, the new 
Republic during this transition period must'resort to protection for 
two reasons, namely;-
. 1. The revenue. The Chinese Republic bas an indebtedness 
to foreign nations either·de~olved from the fur:mer dynasty or incurred 
throug!~ the revolution. The expenditure including the interest anrl in-
.~· 
:.• 
X stallrr:ent payment on the foreign debt exc;-:eds the revenue~ by7f,3f~.,f3$""'J 
The first two years after tte birth of the itepublic the govermnen-ttJn.a.d 
• 
to resort to foreign loans. After the declarat:i on of the European war 
the Republic was left to work out ber own salvation. 
2. The leading industries of' the Chinese (cotton, tea, e..nd 
silk) rave been either totally or partially ousted out from the market 
after t:te introduction o! machinery. Tte Chinese were educated in 
these inrlustries for centuries. Protection is t:te onlv weans lv which ~ . . 
~~~:r:r·r ct...~.·x .. ~~1~~,;_RL,._;._-£~~ .. fts~3,#. 
• 
.. , 
) 
" .. ~ .•, '1 'i 1' •. r· :~i:. '. 
' '., 
.;, ;_ ·' '·! 
these industries cari .be' rest~red~ .. J; ... : ,_ .. ·, .. 
• /. ·' ,f 
•' 
' ' 
,· ····-~ ' .• ~· :·::~. ··_:~ .. ,:··.·:. ~ ~::- •. ~=. . . 
. 3. China is -a.n~.fl,gricultura.l·;coun_tey~· According. ;to 'Fri~dri_ch 
List in hi:~s ~ationa~e ,syStem ¥~ Pi.1it1!'ch~r\ Oil~~n~i:~'·t~~~4ii~ 
~ I • , l ' " '. , ' '' , • • l"' : , • • 
when the industry is in infancy in'. a.ri~agricultural cb~nt:.fy:'pro.tection 
. ' . ·· ... ·. :_·· '. ~ " .. : ,' "~:. -::· .. ~;.:.'.t{!·:· :~.:-·· 
is necessary in order to encourage the industries_. . . ,_ .. · · · . . _ 
, • ~ , . • • '.· . ·. . , :., . . . . , __ r ;:>·~;;~. --~- : .· .. :. ~- ·, . . , 
In spite, of the fact th~t ehina li-as possesse·d ··1neXb.a:ustable 
\ ,, ' . . .. •·. 
~ , --,\ ·, r . ( . .J. • ·' ... ~ 
mineral resources in different y;arieties ana:~~e benefit~ of .cheap labor 
•••.. ••• t •. 
the metals ranked as one of. ·the staple :import goods. Al th.bti.gb China . 
, , possesses coal deposits rich enough· to supply the world. for .one thousand 
years coal was imported. 
The Department of Industry and C?r~pmerxe was established, •f[fb · 
Rules and regulations were adopted following. tbe cru.ae:e lOI:ttMun-~ioas 
' in mines. The exchequer of the central governmen~~Y soon realize 
• l 
the. mining' royalties. The Chinese u.s a whole r'W.ill \greatly increase 
their stock of. exchangeable commodities. The increase of purchasing 
power has to be responded to by the increase of. imports. The central 
.. 
government .<~'wil}~. again enjoy the tariff. 
, 
Another phase of the peculiar nature of the Chinese should 
not be neglected. The revenue of the provincial government ~ad impeded 
the advance of the tari~f reform, In order to avoid this the clear 
cut distinction between the local and central exchequers IWst be 
drawn up. The indirect taxes should be appropriated to the central 
government. The consumption tax stipulated in the Treaty of Mackay, 
1902, should compensate the local governnJent. Corporations rave come 
into existence in the recent years. The infant corporation has to be 
protected.After the corporations have reached tteir n:aturity a 
corporation tax may te levied for loval expenditure. 
• 
.-:·-·-._ 
. . .. . ':~::;:; .... ~~i"' ... · .•. 
· Another important. stepfthat the C.hinese government rr:ust 
. ' -~--·.- ~: ~ ' /-:-~·. __ ._., ,_ ..... 
take. toward ~0 t:he c~mple~~-- rrr.~;~','bf' t~e maritime customs is to 
. . _·.--~- .· "· .. '_ . .. ~~:,,·,;_·. ' 
substJtute nattve for the · ..toriigri~employees. In the year 1875 the 
I • ' if•: ;,, 
· ... 
number of foreigners employed by···tlie 'customs was 437 of' 18 national! ties; 
. _~. . . . .( .. ; ' __ v ·-_~ ·:- .. ::~:~': ... ··., · ... ·-~ .. '; .. ~ ... 
in '1911 the number increaEI~d t·o'·l~.'U~.-·or .. twentY. nationalities. In·; 
. . r :J:\,'_, :\<f:::·~;~Y':~:.-~'':- :t~:r ·_ . , . . , . 
addition to the newly foun~eP: -Co~:~~ge:·~fo Re~.f-ue,Chairs shoul4 R~. ·, 
..,r ' .·' • • ·• • . ::·-- ~.. . • ·;t . . >" i 
created in every state ins:ti t~ti~o~-,'in_ order ·:~ducate the Ch.inese to _ 
' • '· • ' ' '_;•~-; •·': . • . • I ·\ ' ; I 
take the place of foreign ~mp1oyees in the 6ustom Houses • 
. 
Iti recent years as _the.Karitime 6ustoms Houses increased 
from fourteen in 1875 to forty-eight in 1911, the last year of the 
Imperial dynasty, the nuinber of emp1oy,ees l:oth foreign and Chine_se 
increased 4rom. 1918 in 1875 to 7~94 in-1211. The Chinese are emploFea, 
I 
in a·greater proportion thanlforeigners ( foreigners 1378 and Chinese 
5816) but they usually occupy minor posts. The motto for the future 
should be "China for the Chinese". 
. . 
• 
. \ 
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